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1. INTRODUCTION
w xScopes Sc showed that a certain relationship between the shapes of the
cores of two blocks of the symmetric groups which have a common defect
group implies that the corresponding block algebras are Morita equivalent.
 w x.Consequently, she was able to prove that Donovan's conjecture see A
holds for the blocks of the symmetric groups, namely, that there are only
finitely many Morita equivalence classes of block algebras in the blocks of
w xthe symmetric groups having a fixed defect group P. Later, Puig P2
proved that the Morita equivalence demonstrated by Scopes may be
obtained via an isomorphism of the source algebras of the corresponding
blocks,thereby showing that the following conjecture, which was stated by
him in Oberwolfach in 1982, holds for the blocks of the symmetric groups.
 w x.CONJECTURE 1.1 Puig B . There are only finitely many isomorphism
classes of interior P-algebras which are source algebras for blocks of finite
groups with a fixed defect group P.
In this article we use the methods of Scopes and Puig to demonstrate
similar equivalences in the faithful blocks of the double covers of the
symmetric and alternating groups.
Before stating our result, we fix some notation and recall a few defini-
 .tions. Throughout this article p denotes a prime number, O, K, k is a
p-modular system, i.e., O is a complete discrete valuation ring with
 .  .maximal ideal J O , k s OrJ O is its residue field with characteristic p
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that we assume is algebraically closed, and K is its field of quotients with
characteristic zero.
wIf a finite group G acts on an O-algebra A we assume always that A is
associative, unitary, finitely generated over A, and either O-free or annihi-
 .x glated by J O , we denote by a the image of the element a of A under the
action of the element g of G, and for a subgroup H of G, AH will denote
the space of elements of A that are left fixed under the action of H.
An O-algebra A is an interior G-algebra, where G is a finite group, if
there is a homomorphism from G into AU , the group of units of A. If A
and B are interior G-algebras and if f : G ª AU and c : G ª BU are the
homomorphisms that define the interior G-algebra structures of A and B,
respectively, then a map f : A ª B is an interior G-algebra homomor-
phism if f is a homomorphism of algebras and if
f f g a s c g f a and f af g s f a c g .  .  .  .  .  . .  .
;g g G, a g A.
A block b of a finite group G is a primitive idempotent of the center of
the group algebra OG; the algebra OGb is called the block algebra of b.
A defect group of b is a subgroup P of G which is minimal among the
subgroups of G such that b is in the image of the relative trace map TrG,P
i.e., P is minimal among subgroups of G such that there is an element a
 .P xof OG such that b s  a.x g Pr G
A source algebra of b is an algebra of the form i OGbi, where i is a
 .Pprimitive idempotent of the algebra OGb which cannot be written as a
relative trace for any proper subgroup of P, where P is a defect group of
b. A source algebra i OGbi of b is naturally an interior P-algebra via the
homomorphism which maps an element x of P to the element ip of i OGi.
The double covers of the symmetric groups are nonsplit central exten-
sions of the symmetric groups by subgroups of order 2. In general, there
are two covering groups of S , the symmetric group on n letters; these aren
Ä Ã  .denoted by S and S see Section 3 . We shall work only with the familyn n
Ä 4of groups S ; however, the results stated below remain true on replacingn
Ä Ã  .S by S see Remark 3.18 .n n
We have an exact sequence:
u 6Ä :1 ª z ª S S ª 1,n n
Ä Äwhere z is a central involution of S . Let A denote the inverse image,n n
y1 Ä .u A , of the alternating group A under u ; A is a double cover of A .n n n n
Ä Ä .Note that if m - n, then S respectively, A may naturally be realizedm m
Ä Ä .  .as a subgroup of S respectively, A see Definition 3.1 , and in Theoremn n
Ä Ä Ä Ä1.2 below we shall assume inclusions S ; S and A ; A .m n m n
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Ã ÄLet u : OS ª OS denote the natural extension of u to the groupn n
Ä Ã Ä . algebra of S . When p / 2, the image u b of a block b of S respec-n n
Ä Ä.tively, A is either 0, in which case b is called a faithful block of Sn n
Ä Ã .  .  .respectively, A , or u b is a block of S respectively, A , in which casen n n
Ä Ä .b is called a nonfaithful block of S respectively, A . Also, if b is an n
Äfaithful block of S with a nontrivial defect group, then b is also a block ofn
Ä Ä Ä  .OA , under the natural inclusion of OA in OS cf. Proposition 3.17 . Wen n n
are now ready to state our result.
Let p be odd and let P be a nonidentity finite p-group. Let
Ä qB s b: b a faithful block of S , n g Z , P is a defect group of b , 4P n
U Ä qB s b: b a block of S , n g Z , P is a defect group of b . 4P n
U Ä< <For b g B , put b s n if b is a block of S .P n
THEOREM 1.2. There exists an integer N with the following property: ForP
< < < < < <any b in B with n s b ) N there exists c in B with m s c - b suchP P P
that:
ÄSmÄ .  .1 There is an idempotent I of OS b for whichn
Ä ÄOS c m Mat O , IOS bI. 1.1 .  .m O L n
ÄMoreo¨er, the abo¨e is an isomorphism of interior S -algebras, i.e., the imagem
of the element hc m 1 under the abo¨e isomorphism is the element hbI for all
Äh in S . In particular, there is an interior P-algebra isomorphism between am
Ä .source algebra of b considered as a block of S and a source algebra of cn
Ä .considered as a block of S .m ÄA mÄ .  .2 There is an idempotent J of OA b for whichn
Ä ÄOA c m Mat O , JOA bJ 1.2 .  .m O L n
Äas interior A -algebras, i.e., the image of the element xc m 1 under the abo¨em
Äisomorphism is the element xbI for all x in A . In particular, there is anm
interior P-algebra isomorphism between a source algebra of b considered as a
Ä Ä.  .block of A and a source algebra of c considered as a block of A .n m
ÄThe nonfaithful blocks, in odd characteristic, of S are exactly the blocksn
of S . Therefore the results of Scopes and Puig will given
 .COROLLARY 1.3. Part 1 of Theorem 1.2 remains true if the family BP
of the statement of the theorem is replaced by BU.P
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Consequently, we get
COROLLARY 1.4. The conjectures of Puig and Dono¨an hold for the
Äp-blocks of the groups S , for e¨ery odd prime p.n
 .Similarly, part 2 of Theorem 1.2 implies
COROLLARY 1.5. The conjectures of Puig and Dono¨an hold for the
Äfaithful p-blocks of the groups A , for e¨ery odd prime p.n
The paper is organized in the following way. In Section 2 we will state
some general results about algebras over a complete discrete valuation
ring, give definitions of the Brauer homomorphisms, pointed groups, etc.
We also state and prove Lemma 2.10, which will be needed in Section 5.
Section 3 is devoted to the double covers of the symmetric groups. We give
Ä Äthe presentation of S and A via generators and relations, state Schur'sn n
Ä Äw xtheorems S parameterizing the irreducible characters of S and An n
by the strict partitions of n, and apply the analogue of the
w xMurnaghan]Nakayama formula given by Morris M1, M2 to calculate the
Ä Ärestriction of characters to a subgroup S of S . We state the results ofm n
w x w x w xHumphreys H , Olsson O , and Cabanes C in describing the distribution
of irreducible characters into p-blocks via the p-bar cores of the corre-
sponding partitions and the nature of defect groups. We also give a
Ä Ädescription of the faithful blocks of A in terms of the blocks of S .n n
Having laid out the basic framework in which our problem is set, we give a
proof of Theorem 1.2 in Sections 4 and 5. In Section 4 we define the
Scopes maps on ZrpZ and on the set of strict partitions of integers, prove
some of their properties and find a criterion which forces a suitable
correspondence between strict partitions having a fixed weight w and&
 .p-bar core m and strict partitions of weight w and p-bar core Sc m . Thisx
leads to an estimate for N and a method of choosing the block c of theP
< <statement of Theorem 1.2 given a block b in B for which b ) N . TheseP P
results are used to obtain a rank comparison between certain subalgebras
Ä Äof OS b and OS c. In Section 5, we show the existence of the isomor-< b < < c <
 .  . w xphisms 1.1 and 1.2 by following the approach used by Puig P2, Sect. 4
and we end by proving Corollaries 1.4 and 1.5.
2. QUOTED RESULTS ON ALGEBRAS
w xMost of the definitions and results in this section may be found in K
w xand P1 . In this section, A will denote an associative O-algebra, with unit
element, finitely generated as O-module and either O-free or such that
 .J O A s 0, i.e., such that A is also a k-algebra.
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 .Let T be a subalgebra of A. We denote by C T the subalgebra of allA
the elements of A that commute with every element of T. In Section 5, we
will need the following result:
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let T be a subalgebra of A containing 1 . Suppose thatA
T is isomorphic to the full n = n matrix algebra o¨er O or k. Let j be a
primiti¨ e idempotent of T. Then
C T , jAj ¨ia c ª cj s jc 2.1 .  .A
and
T m C T , A ¨ia t m c ª tc. 2.2 .  .A
w xProof. This is Lemma 1.7 of P1 .
An immediate consequence of Theorem 2.1 is
COROLLARY 2.2. Let A and T be as in Theorem 2.1. Let 1 s e q e be1 2
a decomposition of the identity in T. Set B s e Te [ e Te . Then1 1 2 2
C B s e C T [ e C T , C T [ C T . 2.3 .  .  .  .  .  .A 1 A 2 A A A
 .Proof. By 2.1 , we have
C B , C B m O s C B m C T .  .  .  .A TmC T . O T O AO A
s Oe [ Oe m C T , 2.4 .  .  .1 2 O A
which proves the corollary.
Another easy lemma that we will use in Section 5 is
LEMMA 2.3. Let A be an O-free O-algebra of finite rank. Let 1 s e q e1 2
be an idempotent decomposition of the identity. Further, let B be a unitary1
subalgebra of e Ae and let B be a unitary subalgebra of e Ae . If B s B1 1 2 2 2 1
[ B , then2
C B s C B [ C B . 2.5 .  .  .  .A e A e 1 e A e 21 1 2 2
 .  .  .Proof. As e and e are orthogonal, C B > C B [ C B1 2 A e A e 1 e A e 21 1 2 2
and
A s e Ae [ e Ae [ e Ae [ e Ae 2.6 .1 1 1 2 2 1 2 2
 .  4as O-modules. Let a g e Ae l C B , where i, j g 1, 2 , i / j. Theni j A
 .a s e a s ae s 0. Hence, C B ; e Ae [ e Ae , proving the lemma.i i A 1 1 2 2
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 .DEFINITION 2.4. i A point of A is a conjugacy class of primitive
 .idempotents of A. The set of points of A is denoted by P A .
 .  .ii The multiplicity of any a g P A , denoted m is defined to bea
the number of elements of a that appear in any primitive idempotent
decomposition of the identity. Let e be an idempotent of A. We will write
e s m aa
if a decomposition of e into primitive idempotents contains elements only
from a and there are m of these. Naturally, in that case no elements ofa
a appear in any decomposition of 1 y e into primitive idempotents.
 .  .  .iii The m-rank of a, denoted r A , is defined by r A sm m
 .2 m .a g P  A. a
We now state a version of the Wedderburn]Malcev theorem.
THEOREM 2.5. Let A be O-free. Then there is a unitary subalgebra T of A
such that
T , Mat O 2.7 .  . ma
 .agP A
 .  .and A s T [ J A . Here, as usual, Mat O denotes the n = n matrixn
algebra o¨er O.
w xProof. This is contained in P1 , Proposition 2.3 and Corollary 2.4.
Suppose now that there is an action of the group G on the algebra A.
Let Q ; H be subgroups of G.
 .DEFINITION 2.6. i The relative trace map from Q to H is the map
Tr H : AQ ª AH given by a ª ha.Q
hQgHrQ
H H  Q. H HThen A [ Tr A is an ideal in A and hence so is A [Q Q - H
H  . H  H  . H . H A . Let A H [ A r A q J O A . The ideal A qQ n H Q - H - H
 . H  . H  .J O A is invariant under N H and A is left fixed by H. Hence A HG
 .is a natural N H rH-algebra, viaG
n H a q AH q J O AH sna q AH q J O AH , .  . .- H - H
for n g N H , a g AH . .G
 .ii The Brauer homomorphism of A with respect to H is the natural map
Br : AH ª A H . .H
 .Clearly, Br is a homomorphism of N H -algebras.H G
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 .If A s OG and P is a p-subgroup of G, then it is easy to see that A P
 .is naturally isomorphic to the group algebra kC P , over k, of theG
 .centralizer in G of P and we shall henceforth identify OG P with
 .kC P .G
 .DEFINITION 2.7. i A point of H on A stands for a conjugacy class of
H  .primitive idempotents of A . A pointed group on A is a pair H, b s H ,b
where H is a subgroup of G and b is a point of AH. Let H and K beb g
two pointed groups on A. We say that K is contained in H and writeg b
K F H if K ; H and for any i in b , there exists a j in g such thatg b
ji s j s ij.
 .ii The group G acts on the set of pointed groups on A via
g H s gHgy1 g . . .b b
 .The normalizer of H in G, denoted N H , is defined asb G b
N H [ g g G: g H s H . 4 .  .G b b b
Clearly,
H ; N H ; N H . . .G b G
 .iii By the structure theorems for O-algebras, there is a unique
H g . gmaximal ideal M of A not containing b. For g g G, M s M andb b  b .
 .thus M is left invariant by N H . Thus, if we setb G b
A H [ AHrM , .b b
 .  .then A H is naturally an N H rH-algebra over k.b G b
We let
S : AH ª A H , a ª a q M .b b b
be the natural surjection. It is clear that S is a homomorphism ofb
 .N H -algebras.G b
 .  .iv A pointed group H is called local if Br i is not zero for someb H
 .and hence any i in b. By the idempotent lifting lemma, it is clear that the
number of local points of H on A is equal to the number of points of
 .  w x.A H cf. P1 .
 .v If A s OGb, where b is a block of the finite group G, the
defect groups of the b are characterized also as being maximal among
subgroups of G that have a local point on A. Further, if P is a defect
group of b, then the set of local points of P on A is transitively permuted
 .  w x .by N P see P1 , Proposition 1.2 .G
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PROPOSITION 2.8. Let P be a local pointed group on A and let H be ag
 .  H .  .Nr Psubgroup of G containing P. Set N s N P . We ha¨e S A s A P .H g g P g l
w xProof. See P1 , Proposition 1.3.
Remark 2.9. Suppose that in Proposition 2.8, the identity, 1 of A is inA
H  .A . Since S is a unitary homomorphism, the identity of A P is there-P g g
 .Nr P H H  .Nr Pfore in A P . Consequently, we have that A s A and A P sg 1 P g 1
 .NA P . Then Proposition 2.8 gives that the image of the restriction of theg
H  .Nhomomorphism S to A is A P . So, by the idempotent lifting lemma,g g
there is a one-to-one correspondence between the points of H on A
 .Nwhose elements are not in the kernel of S and the points of A P . Ing g
other words, there is a 1]1 correspondence between points a of H on A
 .Nfor which H contains P and the points of A P .a g g
For the rest of this section we shall assume that A is an interior
G-algebra.
LEMMA 2.10. Let H and Q be subgroups of G with Q 1 H. Let A be an
interior H-algebra. Suppose b is a point of H on A such that b g AH. If dQ 1
and d are points of Q on A such that H > Q , Q , then d and d are2 b d d 1 21 2
H-conjugate, i.e., hd s d for some h in H.1 2
Proof. Let i g b and set B s iAi. Then B is an interior H-algebra as
. H H Hi commutes with H and B s iA i. Since i is primitive in A , we get
H  Q.that i s 1 is the unique idempotent in B . H acts on P B as Q isB
normal in H.
CLAIM. All points of Q on B are H-conjugate.
 .QProof of claim. Let Cl H denote the set of orbits of the H-actionP B .
 Q.  . Q Q Q QQon P B . For V g Cl H , let I s  B g B , where by B g BP B . V g g V
we mean the ideal generated in BQ by any element of g . Also,
BQ s BQg BQ s I . 2.8 .  V
Q  .Q . VgCl HggP B P B .
Thus
Tr H B s Tr H I . 2.9 .  .  .Q Q V
 .QVgCl HP B .
H Q H  .We have b g A . So there exists a g A such that i s Tr a . SoQ Q
i s i3 s i Tr H a i s Tr H iai g B H . 2.10 .  .  .Q Q Q
The idempotent i is primitive in B H, and so by Rosenberg's lemma and
 .  .  .Eqs. 2.8 , 2.9 , and 2.10 ,
1 s i g Tr H I for some V g Cl Q H . 2.11 .  . .B Q V 0 P B .0
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Q H  .Since V is an orbit under the action of H on B , Tr I ; I . ItQ V V0 0
 .therefore follows from 2.11 that
BQ s I . 2.12 .V 0
Let
p : BQ ª BQrJ BQ .
Q  .be the usual surjection. For any point g of B , denote by p g the point
Q  Q.  .of B rJ B containing p j , where j is any idempotent in g . By the
idempotent lifting lemma, this notation makes sense. Then
BQrJ BQ s p I s BQrJ BQ p g BQrJ BQ . 2.13 .  .  .  .  . .  . . V 0
ggV 0
Q  Q.B rJ B is a direct sum of matrix algebras over k and it is easy to see
that the ideal generated by any primitive idempotent of such an algebra is
a simple summand of it and hence the extreme terms of the above
equation yield
P BQrJ BQ s p g : g g V . 2.14 4 .  .  . . 0
The claim now follows from the idempotent lifting lemma, thus completing
the proof of Lemma 2.10.
The lemma follows immediately from the claim:
It suffices to show that for some j g d , there exists an h g H such that1
h Q Q  Q.  Q  Q. 4j g d . As B s iA i, P B s a l B : a g P A , a l B / f .2
Since by the hypothesis of the lemma, d l BQ and d l BQ are both1 2
h Q.nonempty, by the claim there exists h ; H such that d l B s d l1 2
QB , and we are done.
We also need
PROPOSITION 2.11. Let b be a block of G and P be a defect group of b. If
 .  .  .  .P stabilizes an O-basis of A and Br b A P Br b is a nonzero kZ P -P P
 .module by left multiplication, then the interior G-algebra homomorphism
OGb ª A determined by the structural map G ª AU is injecti¨ e and its image
has a complement in A as OG-bimodules.
w xProof. See P2 , Proposition 3.8.
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3. THE DOUBLE COVERS OF THE SYMMETRIC AND
ALTERNATING GROUPS
In this section, we describe how various properties of the double covers
of the symmetric groups may be understood in terms of partitions of
integers. We shall introduce new notation as needed. As usual Z will
denote the set of integers and N will denote the set of natural numbers.
Ä ÄThe Groups S and An n
DEFINITION 3.1. Let n g N, n ) 1.
Ä .i The group S is defined via the following presentation:n
Ä  :S s z , t , . . . , t ,n 1 ny1
z 2 s 1,
zt s t z ,i i
t 2 s z ,i
< <t t s zt t if i y j G 2,i j j i
3t t s z . 3.1 .  .i iq1
Ä Ä  :We also define S [ S [ z , where z has order 2.0 1
 4Let U s 1, . . . , n and let S be considered the group of permutationsn
of U. The map
Äu : S ª S with u t s i , i q 1 3.2 .  .  .n n i
 :is surjective and has kernel z .
 . y1 .ii The inverse image u A of the alternating group of A is an n
Ä Änormal subgroup of index 2 in S and is denoted by A .n n
Ä Ä Ä .  .  .We will also use the notation S U for S , S U for S , and A U forn n
ÄA . If 0 F m F n and V is a subset of U of cardinality m, we denote byn
 .  .S V its symmetric group considered as the subgroup of S U fixing each
Ä .  .element of UrV and by A V its alternating group. Then S V \
y1 Ä  ..u S V is clearly isomorphic to S and in this way we may regard them
Älatter group as a subgroup of S . Note that the choice of V is unimportantn
Ä Ä X Ä X .  .  .as S V and S V are conjugate in S U if V and V are of the same
Ä y1 Ä Ä Ä .   ..  .  .cardinality. Also, we have A V [ u A V , A 1 S V F S U .m
A partition l of a positive integer n is a sequence of positive integers:
l G l G ??? G l , whose sum is n. Each l is called a part of l. We1 2 l i
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 4formally allow f to be a partition of 0. We will need the following
notation pertaining to partitions:
 4Notation. For n g N j 0 , let
P n [ the set of partitions of n , .
P 0 n [ the set of partitions of n with no even parts, .
D n [ the set of strict partitions of n , i.e., partitions with no repeated .
parts,
D [ D n . .D
nG0 xs
Let l be a partition. Define
< <l [ the sum of the parts of l,
n l [ the number of parts of l. .
 .The parity e l of l is defined as
< <0, if l y n l is an even integer, .
e l [ .  1, otherwise.
 .We say that l is an e¨en partition if e l s 0 and l is called an odd
partition otherwise. We let
Dq n [ the set of even, strict partitions of n , .
Dy n [ the set of odd, strict partitions of n. .
The cycle type of a permutation x in S is the partition of n determinedn
by the multiset of cycle lengths in the decomposition of x into disjoint
cycles. It is easy to see that the conjugacy class of x is determined by its
cycle type, i.e., xX in S is conjugate to x iff they have the same cycle type.n
 4Recall that the signature map sgn: S ª " is the natural map from Sn n
onto the cyclic group of order 2 with kernel A which is given byn
 .  .e l.sgn x ª y1 , where l is the cycle type of x, for any x in S . Let yn
Äbe an element of S . By the cycle type and the signature of y we willn
 .mean, respectively, the cycle type and the signature of u y .
ÄThe Irreducible Characters of Sn
Ä Ä  .Let x be an ordinary irreducible character of S and let T : S ª GL Vn n
be a representation affording x . The character x is a faithful character of
Ä  .S if T z s yId and is nonfaithful otherwise. We will adopt the samen
Änomenclature for the irreducible characters of A .n
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Ä Unless stated otherwise, by an irreducible character of S respectively,n
Ä Ä. A we will always mean a faithful irreducible character of S respectively,n n
Ä .A .n
The associate character of x , denoted by x a, is the product of x with
the character of the signature representation, i.e.,
a Äx y s x y sgn y for y g S . .  .  . n
The character x is called self-associate if x and x a are equal.
ÄWe now state parts of Schur's main results on the characters of S ,n
namely, a complete enumeration of these via the set of strict partitions of
Än, the nature of their restrictions to A , and the determination of somen
character values:
 .  .THEOREM 3.2 Schur . E¨ery element l of D n indexes an irreducible
Äfaithful representation x of S such that:l n
 .  . a  .i If e l s 0, then x s x and x y is nonzero only if the cyclel l
0 .type of y is in P n .
 .  . a  .ii If e l s 1, then x / x and x y is nonzero only if the cyclel l
0 .type of y is either l or is in P n . In the former case,
1r2
l l ??? l .1 2 lnylq1.r2x y s "i , 3.3 .  .l 2
 .where l is the partition l l ??? l .1 2 l
 .  . a  .iii The x , l g D n , along with the x when e l s 1 are al l
Äcomplete nonredundant list of irreducible characters of S .n
 .  .iv When e l s 1, the character x restricts to an irreducible charac-l
Ä a Ä  .ter of A and this character is also the restriction of x to A . If e l s 0n l n
Ä  .and n ) 1, the restriction of x to A is a sum of two distinct conjugatel n
irreducibles. These distinct irreducibles take the same ¨alue on e¨ery conjugacy
Äclass of A except the classes with cycle type l, on which they take differentn
¨alues. Further, the restrictions as described abo¨e gi¨ e a complete nonredun-
Ädant list of the irreducible representations for A .n
w xProof. See HH , Theorems 8.6 and 8.7.
ÄThe values of characters of S which are not determined by Schur'sn
theorems were determined by Morris. He has given a method which
reduces the calculation of such character values to the calculation of
Ächaracter values for characters of S , where m - n. This is analogous tom
the Murnaghan]Nakayama formula for calculating the character values of
S . We shall use his formula to calculate the restriction of a character ofn
Ä ÄS to S , where m - n. As mentioned at the beginning of the section, wen m
 4set U s 1, . . . , n . We choose a subset V of U of cardinality m and use
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Ä Ä Ä Ä .  .the notation S U for S and S V for S to specify the containmentn m
Ä ÄS ; S .m n
< < < <LEMMA 3.3. Let V ; U and suppose that V y U G 2. Let x be a
Ä Ä . <  .character of S U . Then x ¨anishes outside A V andÄSV .
< a < < ax , f s x , f s x , f 3.4 :  :  :  .Ä Ä ÄSV . SV . SV .
Ä .  :for any character f of S V . Here , denotes the usual inner product on
group characters.
Ä .Proof. Let x be an irreducible character of S U and f be an
Ä Ä .  .irreducible character of S V . Recall that S V is naturally contained in
Ä Ä .  .  . < < < <S U and that u : S U ª S U is the projection map. As U y V G 2 for
Ä .  .g g S V , the cycle type of u g will contain at least two cycles of length 1.
 . < <In particular, the cycle type of u g corresponds to an odd partition of U
Ä .  .with repeated parts and so, by Theorem 3.2, x g s 0 unless g g A U . So
1
y1<x , f s x g f g . 3.5 :  .  .Ä  .SV . ÄS V . Ä .ggA V
Ä a a .  .  .  .  .  .As for g g A V , x g s x g , and f g s f g see Theorem 3.2 , the
lemma is proved.
We make the following definitions.
DEFINITION 3.4. Let n ) r ) 1 and let l s l ) ??? ) l ) l be1 ly1 l
 .  .an element of D n , m an element of D n y r . m is said to be obtained
by the removal of an r-bar from l if any of the following holds:
Ã .a m s l ) ??? ) l ) l and l s r.1 i l i
 .b m s l ) ??? ) l y r ) l for some i such that 1 F i F l and1 i l
l y r is a positive integer which is not a part of l.i
Ã Ã .c m s l ) ??? l ) ??? ) l ??? l for some i such that 1 F i - j F l1 i j l
and l q l s r.i j
 .  .If in the above definition, r s 1, then of course only a and b apply.
We make the following definitions for this case.
 .  . DEFINITION 3.5. i Let l g D. M l will denote the subset of D n y
.1 consisting of those partitions which can be obtained from l by the
removal of a 1-bar.
 .  4 l .ii Let l g N j 0 . We denote by M l the set of all sequences
L : l s L0 ) ??? ) Ll
of elements of D, where for each i, 0 F i F l, Liq1 is the partition
obtained by removing a 1-bar from Li.
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 .  . X  .iii For l g D n and l g D m with m - n, we let
M l l, lX [ L g M l l : Ll s lX . 4 .  .
 .  . X  .iv For l g D n and l g D m set
< < < X < X Xl y l y n l y n l y e l y e l .  .  .  . .  . .Xn l, l [ . .
2
 X. < <  .  .  .Note that n l, l is an integer as l y n l y e l ' 0 mod 2 and
< X <  X.  X.likewise for l y n l y e l . Of course, if l , l , . . . , l are in D, then0 1 t
isty1
n l , l s n l , l . 3.6 .  .  . i iq1 0 tq1
is0
We now state a consequence of the analogue of the Murnaghan]
Nakayama lemma:
Ä .  .PROPOSITION 3.6. Let l g D n , y g A n y 1 . Then
x y s 2 nl , m .m y . 3.7 .  .  .l
 .mgM l
w xProof. This is immediate from HH , Theorem 10.2.
From this it is easy to prove
< < < <  . X  .PROPOSITION 3.7. Let U s n and V s m, l g D n , and l g D m .
If l s n y m G 2, then
X X Xnl , l . l2 M l, l , if e l s 0, .  .
< Xx , x s 3.8 :  .Ä XSV .l l X X1 nl , l . l 2 M l, l , if e l s 1. .  .2
Ä .  .  .Proof. By iterating Eq. 3.7 and using 3.6 , we get that for y in A V ,
x y s 2 nLi , Liq1.x t y .  . l L
0FiFly1t .LgM l
l nl , p .s M l, p 2 x y . 3.9 .  .  . p
 .pgD m
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This can be rewritten as
nl , p . lx y s 2 M l, p x y .  .  .l p
 .pigD m ,
X .e l s0
1 nl , p . l aq 2 M l, p x q x y . 3.10 .  .  . . p p2
 .pgD m ,
 .e p s1
Ä Ä .  .  .By Lemma 3.3, x y s 0 for y in S V y A V . Also, by Theoreml
 .  . a .  .  .3.2 ii , x y q x y s 0 for all p in D m with e p s 1. Thus we getp p
an equality between the extreme terms of the above equation for all y in
Ä .S V , i.e.,
X X1nl , l . nl , l . a
X X Xx s 2 x q 2 x q x , 3.11 . .Ä   .S Vl l l l2
X X .  .l gD m , l gD m ,
X X .  .e l s0 e l s1
from which the proposition is immediate.
ÄThe Blocks of Sn
ÄIt is easy to see that a faithful character of S is never in the samen
p-block as a nonfaithful character when p is odd and the same holds for
Ä Ächaracters of A . Hence the blocks containing faithful characters of Sn n
Ä Ä Ä .  .respectively, A are called faithful blocks of S respectively, A ; then n n
others are called nonfaithful blocks.
Ä ÄFrom now on, by a block of S , we shall mean a faithful block of S .n n
 .DEFINITION 3.8. i Let l g D. An element m of D is said to be a
p-bar core of l if there is a chain of elements of D: l s l0, l1, . . . ls s m
such that for 0 F i F s y 1, liq1 is obtained from li by the removal of a
p-bar and if no p-bars can be removed from m. Here note that m may be
 4  w x .f . Every partition l in D has a unique p-bar core cf. C , Proposition 6
 .which we shall denote it by c l .p
 .  .ii The weight of the strict partition l, denoted w l , is defined by
1
< <w l [ l y c l . .  . .pp
 .It is clear from the definition of the p-bar core that w l is an integer. Let
D [ the set of strict partitions which are their own p-bar cores.
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For p an odd prime, the question of distribution of faithful characters
into p-blocks is related to p-bar cores via the following:
 .  < <.THEOREM 3.9 Humphreys, Cabanes, Olsson . Let l g D U . Then
 .  . ai If l / c l , i.e., if l is not its own p-bar core, x and x belongp l l
 < <.to the same p-block and for any element z of D U , x is in the samez
 .  .p-block as x iff c z s c l .l p p
 .  . aii If l s c l , then x and x lie in blocks of defect zero. Inp l l
 . a aparticular, if e l s 1, then x / x , and x and x belong to differentl l l l
blocks.
w xProof. See C , Theorems A and B.
ÄThe defect groups of S are described in the following theorem:n
Ä  .THEOREM 3.10. Let b be a faithful block of S and let l be in D n . Ifn
a Ä .x or x g b, then a defect group of b is a Sylow p-subgroup of S .l l pwl.
w xProof. See C , Theorems A and B.
 .  .By Theorem 3.9, we may denote by c b and by w b the common corep
 < <.and common weight, respectively, of all the partitions l of D U , such
 a.  .  .that x or x belong to the block b. We will refer to c b and w b asl l p
the core and weight, respectively, of b. Now, let b be as in the above
theorem and let P be a defect group of b. Let U P be the subset of U on
 . w xwhich u P acts trivially. Then, by Theorem 12 and Corollary 26 of C ,
P Ä P< < < <  .  .U y U is pw b and P is a Sylow p-subgroup of S U y U .
w xBy Remark 18 of C ,
Ä PC P s S U = Z P . 3.12 .  .  .  .ÄSU .
Also, it is easy to see that
Ä P PN P s S U ? N P . 3.13 .  .  .  .Ä ÄSU . SUyU .
< < < P <  .  . < P <Since U y U s pw b , c b is a strict partition of U and by partp
 . aii of Theorem 3.9, x and x both belong to blocks of defect zeroc b. c b.p pÄ P a .of S U . Let these blocks be denoted by e and e , respectively.c b. c b.p p
 . < P < aHere of course, if c b is an even partition of U , then x s xp c b. c b.p p
and e s ea .c b. c b.p p
DEFINITION 3.11. We let
e , if e s ea ,c b. c b. c b.p p pUe [ ac b.p  e q e , otherwise.c b. c b.p p
Ä P Ä  ..  .  .Recall the Brauer homomorphism Br : OS U ª kC P of OS UÄP SU .
  ..with respect to P Definition 2.6 ii .
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 .From 3.12 we have that the image of the Brauer homomorphism
Ä Ä POS U P , kC P , kS U m kZ P 3.14 .  .  .  .  .  . . ÄSU . k
Ä Ä P  .. .  .  .and we shall identify OS U P with kS U m kZ P .k
 .As P is a defect group of b, the image of Br b is a nonzero centralP
Ä P Ä P Ä P .  .   .  ..   ..idempotent of kS U m kZ P . But Z kS U m kZ P s Z kS Uk k
 .  .  .  .m kZ P as Z P is abelian. Also, kZ P is a local ring and so Br b isk P
Ä P  ..of the form e m 1, where e is a central idempotent of kS U .
 .PROPOSITION 3.12. If l / c l and x belongs to b, thenp l
UBr b s e m 1, 3.15 .  .P c b.p
U U PÄ .where e is the image of e in kS U .c b. c b.p p
w xProof. See C , Theorem A and Corollary 26.
As is seen in Theorem 3.9, the relationship of blocks to p-bar cores for
blocks of nonzero defect differs from that in the case of blocks of defect
zero. Hence, we make the following definitions:
DEFINITION 3.13. Let
ÄB [ b: b a block of S , n G 0, b is of nonzero defect , 4n
ÄB [ e : e a block of S , n G 0, e is of defect zero . 40 n
Ä .By Theorem 3.10 we have that the defect group of a block b of S U is
 .   .  ..nontrivial if and only if w b is positive. Hence, b ª c b , w b is a mapp
 .from B into D = N, i.e., into the set of ordered pairs m, w , where m is a
 .strict partition with no p-bars and w is a positive integer. By part i of
Theorem 3.9, this map is 1]1. We will show that it is also surjective:
 .Let m, w be any element of D = N. As m has no p-bars, the partition
 4 < <  .l s m j pw of m q pw is also strict and c l s m. Let b be the blockp
Ä  .  .  .of S containing l. Then, clearly, c b s c l s m and w b s< m <qpw p p
 .w l s w. Hence we have proved
  .  ..PROPOSITION 3.14. The map b ª c b , w b is a 1]1 correspondencep
between B and the set D = N.
DEFINITION 3.15. Let
ÄB [ b: b a block of S ,n G 0, w b s w , . 4w n
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We have
B s B . 3.16 .D w
w)0
ÄBy Theorem 3.12, for a nonidentity p-group P, the set of blocks of Sn
 .n G 0 which have P as a defect group is nonempty only if P is a Sylow
Äp-subgroup of S for some positive integer w in which case this set is justpw
B .w
ÄWe next discuss the faithful blocks of A . Let us first make then
Äfollowing convention: When talking of the blocks of A , we shall alwaysn
Ä Äthink of the group algebra OA of A as a subalgebra of the groupn n
Ä Ä Äalgebra OS , of S , and comparisons between blocks of S and blocks ofn n n
ÄA will be made in this context. Suppose that n ) 1.n
We have the following proposition characterizing the faithful blocks of
ÄA :n
PROPOSITION 3.16. Let n ) 1.
Ä .i If b g B, then b is a block of A and b has the same defect groupsn
Ä Äwhen regarded as a block of S or of A .n n
 . aii If e g E and e s e , then e is a nonprimiti¨ e central idempotent of
Ä X X c Ä .OA and e s e q e is a primiti¨ e decomposition of e in Z OA , wheren n
X c X g Ä Ä a a U Äe s e for any g in S y A . If e / e , then e q e s e is a block of A .n n n
 .  4  X X c a4  Uiii The set b: b g B j e , e : e g B , e s e j e : e g B ,0 0
a Ä4e / e is a complete set of the faithful blocks of A .n
Ä X .Proof. i Let b be a block of S of nonzero defect and let b be an
Ä X Xw xblock of A covered by b. By 5.1 of O , b is unique. In other words, b isn
Ä Ä aa central idempotent of OS . Since a character x of S belongs to b iff xn n
Ä Xbelongs to b, it is clear that b g OA . From this it follows b s b , forn
X Äotherwise b y b would be a nonzero central idempotent of OS and thisn
X Ä Xis impossible given that b is a block of A . Hence b s b . Also, as anyn
Ä Äp-group of S is contained in A , b has the same defect groups whenn n
Ä Ä  w x  ..regarded as a block of S or of A see NT , Theorem 5.16 ii . Thisn n
 .proves i .
Ä a .Now let e be a block of S of zero defect. Then e is e or e for somen m m
 .  .  a.m g D n , c m s m, and x or x is the unique ordinary irreduciblep m m
character in e.
 . < XIf e m s 0, then x is the sum of two irreducible characters, say xÄAm mn
X c Ä and x of A . Each of these must belong to a block of defect zero cf.m n
X X c Äw x .NT , Lemma 5.7 and Theorem 5.16 , and if e and e are the blocks of An
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containing x X and x X c, respectively, then eX and eX c are the only blocks ofm m
Ä Ä ÄA covered by b. As x is zero off A , e g OA and hence, we get thatn m n n
e s eX q eX c . 3.17 .
X g X c X g X c Ä ÄThe equality e s e holds as x s x for g in S y A .m m n n
a X Ä . <  < .If e m s 1, x s x is an irreducible character say x of A .Ä ÄA Am m m nn n
U Ä X aHence the block e of A containing x is of zero defect, both e and en m
Ä a cover it, and, further, it is the unique block of A covered by e and e seen
w x .NT , Lemma 5.7 and Theorems 5.9 and 5.16 . In other words,
e q ea s eU . 3.18 .
 .  .The last part of the proposition follows from parts i and ii since by
Ä Ä .Theorem 3.2 iv every faithful character of A belongs to a block of A ofn n
 .the type mentioned in the statement of iii .
 4Remark 3.17. Let n g 0 j N. The group defined by
Ã  :S s z , t , . . . , t ,n 1 ny1
z 2 s 1,
zt s t z ,i i
t 2 s 1,i
< <t t s zt t if i y j G 2,i j j i
3t t s z , 3.19 .  .i iq1
Ã Ã  :when n ) 1 and by S s S s z is also a representation group of S for0 1 n
n ) 3.
Ä Ã  w x.Moreover, S and S are nonisomorphic except when n s 6 see HH .n n
It is easy to check that there is a 1]1 correspondence
x ª x via x s s ix t 3.20 .  .Ã Ã  .j j
Ä Ãbetween the faithful irreducible characters of S and those of S . Hencen n
the character theory of these groups may be described in exactly the same
Äfashion as done here for the groups S , and the arguments given inn
ÃSections 4 and 5 of the article remain valid for the groups S .n
4. CORRESPONDENCE OF CHARACTERS
Let P be as in the statement of Theorem 1.2, a nonidentity p-group. By
the remarks following Definition 3.15 we may assume that P is a Sylow
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Äp-subgroup of S , where w is a positive integer. Then the set B of thepw P
statement of Theorem 1.2 is the set B of Definition 3.15.w
  .  ..Clearly, the map b ª c b , w b defined in Proposition 3.14, whenp
restricted to B , will give rise to a 1]1 correspondencew
b ª c b .p
between elements of B and D. Let the reverse correspondence be givenw
by
r ª b .r
To prove Theorem 1.2, we will find an integer N such that for any m inw
< < < < < <D with m ) N , there exists a n in D, n - m , and such that b and bw m n
 .  .are related by isomorphisms of the types 1.1 and 1.2 . Then Theorem 1.2
will hold with N [ N q pw.P w
The Scopes Maps
Notation. We retain the notation of Section 3. Further, let
 4X [ 1, . . . , p y 1 .
Recall the notion of the p-bar core and weight of a strict partition
 .  .introduced in Definition 3.8 i and ii .
One way to visualize the p-bar core of a strict partition l is to think of
the parts of l as beads on an abacus. The abacus has p columns indexed
 4by the set 0 j X. The runner on the extreme left is numbered 0 and the
rest are numbered in increasing order from left to right. The rows of the
 4abacus are numbered in increasing order by the set 0 j N from the 0th
 4row down. For x g 0 j X, a bead will be placed on the ath row of the
xth column of the abacus if and only if x q pa is a part of the partition l.
Clearly, every part of l will correspond to a unique bead on the abacus in
this way and, as l has no repeated parts, no two parts will correspond to
the same bead. More formally, we make the following definition:
DEFINITION 4.1. Let l g D. For x g Z the p-set of l through x,
 .denoted by l x , is defined by
 4l x [ a: x q pa is a part of a . .
<  . <  .  4l x will denote the cardinality of the set l x . As 0 j X is a transver-
sal for ZrpZ, the strict partition l is completely determined by the sets
 .  4  4l x , x g 0 j X. So for any x g 0 j X, there will be a bead on the ath
 .row of the xth column iff a g l x .
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w xAs is described in Appendix 10 of HH , the removal of a p-bar from l
is registered on the abacus by making one of the following types of moves:
Type 1. Slide a bead up one position on the same column.
Type 2. Remove a bead on the zeroth row of the zeroth column.
Type 3. For x g X, remove the beads on the zeroth row of the xth and
 .p y x th columns.
The p-bar core is attained by the following process. First move all the
beads as far up as possible on the same column and then perform all
possible moves of Types 2 and 3. Repeat this procedure until no further
moves are possible. Here note that once a bead reaches the zeroth row of
the zeroth column, it is no longer a part of the partition as it represents
the number 0. The positions of the beads at the end of this process
represents the p-bar core of l. In other words, we have
 .PROPOSITION 4.2. Let l g D. Then there is only one p-bar core c l ofp
l and it is gi¨ en by:
 .  . .i c l 0 s f.p
 . <  . < <  . <  . .ii For x g X such that l x y l p y x F 0, c l x s f.p
 . <  . < <  . <  . .iii For x g X such that l x y l p y x ) 0, c l x sp
 <  . < <  . < 40, 1, . . . , l x y l p y x y 1 .
w xProof. See C , Proposition 6.
 4DEFINITION 4.3. Let l g D. For x g X j 0 , define
W l [ x q pa y x q paX . .  .  . x
X .  . .agl x a ¢ l xp
 .  .Clearly, the weight w l Definition 3.20 is given by
1
w l s W l . 4.1 .  .  . xp  4xg 0 jX
The weight of the partition l may also be understood as being the
number of moves of Types 1 and 3 that are performed on the abacus to get
to the p-bar core of l.
 .  <  . < 4Now suppose that l x s a : 0 F i F l x y 1 is an indexing of thei
 . <  . <elements of l x in increasing order, i.e., a - a for 0 F i - l x y 1.i iq1
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 . .  <  . . < 4 <  . . <By Proposition 4.2, c l x s 0, . . . , c l x y 1 and c l x Fp p p
<  . <l x . Hence, we clearly have
W l s l x y c l x x .  .  .  . .x p
<  . . <is c l x y1 <  . <p is l x y1
q p a y i q a . 4.2 .  . i i /is0 <  . . <is c l xp
The following lemma states how the weight and p-bar core of a strict
partition control its representation on the abacus.
LEMMA 4.4. Let w be a nonnegati¨ e integer and let l in D be such that
 .w l s w. Then
 .i For x g X,
l x ; 0, . . . , l x q w y 1 . 4.3 4 .  .  .
 .ii For x g X,
l x F c l x q w. 4.4 .  .  .  .p
 . <  . <iii If l x ) w q 1 for x g X, then
l x s c l x , 4.5 .  .  .  .p
l p y x s f , 4.6 .  .
and
0, . . . , l x y w y 1 ; l x . 4.7 4 .  .  .
 .iv
 4l 0 ; 1 ??? w . 4.8 .  .
 .  .Proof. i Suppose 4.3 does not hold. This would mean that between
the 0th row of the xth column and the lowest row on which there is a bead
on the xth column, there are at least w q 1 rows on which there are no
beads. But then clearly, at least w q 1 moves of Type 1 can be made on
the xth column. But this is impossible as l has weight w.
 . <  . . <ii Note that c l x is the number of beads left on the xthp
column of the abacus after all possible moves of Type 3 have been made
<  . < <   .. <on the pair of columns x and p y x. Thus l x ) c l x q w wouldp
imply that at least w q 1 moves of Type 3 may be made on the abacus,
which again contradicts the weight of l.
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 . <  .  . < <  . <iii For x g X, c l x - l x if and only if a move of Type 3 isp
made on the xth and p y xth columns and this will happen if and only if
 .  .there is a bead on both these columns. In other words, 4.5 and 4.6 are
equivalent statements. Also, once a move of Type 3 is made on the xth
column, the remaining beads on the xth column can all be moved up one
<  . <position. But l x ) w q 1. So, once the first bead is removed from the
xth column, at least w q 1 moves of Type 1 can be made on the xth
 .  .column. This proves 4.5 and hence 4.6 . Again, suppose that there is no
bead on some row of the xth column. Then all the beads on the xth
column below that row can be moved up at least one position and thus
there can be at most w beads below any row of the xth column on which
<  . <there is no bead. So, in particular there are beads on the first l x y w
 .rows of the xth column. This is just the assertion of 4.7 .
 .iv This is immediate as all beads on the 0th runner are removed in
going to the p-bar core.
DEFINITION 4.5. For each x in X we define an involution of the set
 40 j X called the Scopes in¨olution at x, denoted Sc , and which in thex
usual cycle notation is defined as
¡ 1, p y 1 , if x s 1, .
p y 1 p q 1 p q 1~ , , if x s ,Sc [x  /2 2 2¢ x y 1, x p y x , p y x q 1 , otherwise. .  .
It is immediate from the above definitions that Sc s Sc , whenx pyxq1
 .  .  .x / 1, and Sc 0 s 0, Sc p y z s p y Sc z for any x, z g X.x x x
DEFINITION 4.6. We define another set of maps also indexed by the&
elements of X, and denoted Sc , on the elements of D the set of strictx
.partitions via
&
Sc l z [ l Sc z if x / 1 or z / p y 1 .  .  . .x x
and
&
Sc l p y 1 [ a y 1: a g l 1 , a / 0 . 4 .  .  .1
These maps are called the Scopes maps on the set D.
The Scopes maps on partitions may be registered as the following moves
on the abacus: &
 .For x g X, x / 1, Sc l is obtained from l by exchanging the positionsx
 .of the beads on the xth and x y 1 st columns and doing the same for the
 .  .beads on the p y x th and p y x q 1 st columns.
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&
 .The abacus representation of Sc l may be described in the following1
way:
v Put a bead on the ath row of the first column iff there is a bead on
 .the ath row of the p y 1 st column in the abacus representation for l.
v  .Put a bead on the ath row of the p y 1 st column iff there is a
 .bead on the a q 1 st row of the first column in the representation for l.
v For all other columns, put a bead on the ath row of a column if
there is a bead on the ath row of the same column in the abacus
representation for l.
Note that if there is a bead on the 0th row of the first column in the
 .abacus representation for l, then the number of beads on the p y 1 st&
 .column in the abacus representation for Sc l is one less than the number1
of beads on the first column in the representation for l.&
It is clear from definition that Sc : D ª D is an involution if x / 1.x
Now suppose that x s 1. We consider the map
&
Sc : D ª D.1
 .Consider the partition inv x given by
¡x 1 , if y s p y 1, .
~  4a q 1: a g x p y 1 j 0 , if y s 1, 4 .inv x y s .  . ¢x y , otherwise. .
 .It is clear that 1 is a part of inv x .
 .X  .Let inv x be the partition obtained from inv x by deleting the part 1
 .  .  .Xfrom it, i.e., if inv x is a , . . . , a , 1 , then inv x is the partition1 ly1
 .  .a , . . . , a . Then it is easy to see that the image of both inv x and1 ly1 &
X .inv x under Sc is x and that these are the only such partitions. In other1&
Xwords, Sc is a surjective map and if D is defined to be the set of all strict1
 .partitions l for which 0 g l 1 , then
&
X
X<Sc : D ª DD1
is a bijection.
&
  ..  .LEMMA 4.7. Let l g D, x g X. If x / 1, then w Sc l s w l andx& &
  ..   ..  .  .Sc c l s c Sc l . Moreo¨er, if l is such that 0 g l 1 and l p y 1p px x &
 .s f, then the same is true for Sc l .1
Proof.
Case 1. x / 1. The proof of the lemma is quite easy in this case. For
any y g X, the configuration of beads on the pair of columns y and p y y
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&
 .in the representation for Sc l is the configuration of beads on thex& &
 .  .columns Sc y and p y Sc y , respectively, in the representation for l.x x
Since the configuration of beads for the p-bar core of a strict partition at
the columns y and p y y is completely determined by the configuration of
the partition at the columns y and p y y, it is clear that the configuration&
 .   ..of beads on the yth and p y y th columns for c Sc l is the configura-p x
 .   ..  .tion of beads on the Sc y th and p y Sc y th columns for c l ,x x p
respectively, and this, by definition of the Scopes maps, is precisely the&
 .   ..configuration of beads on the yth and p y y th columns for Sc c l .px&
  ..Since there are no beads on the 0th column of either c Sc l orp x&
  ..Sc c l , the first assertion follows. Similarly, the number of moves ofpx
Types 1 and 3 that are made on the pair of columns y and p y y, for y in&
 .X, while moving from the representation of Sc l to the representation ofx&
  ..c Sc l is the number of moves of Type 1 and Type 3 made on the pairp x
 .  .of columns Sc y and p y Sc y while going from the representation ofx x
 .l to a representation of c l . Since the configuration of beads on thep
zeroth column of l is the same as the configuration of beads on the 0th&
 .column of Sc l , the number of moves of Type 1 made on the 0th columnx &
 .while going to the representation is the same for both Sc l and l andx
this proves the second assertion of the lemma.
&
 .Case 2. x s 1. Since the configurations of beads for l and Sc l are1
identical on all columns except on the pair of conjugate columns 1 and&
 .   ..p y 1, the configuration of beads for c l and c Sc l are identical onp p 1
all columns except the columns 1 and p y 1. But the configuration of
 .beads on all columns except 1 and p y 1 is identical for c l andp&
  ...Sc c l also.p1
Notice the conditions of the lemma yield that
l p y 1 s f 4.9 .  .
and thus
c l 1 s i: 0 F i F l 1 y 1 / f and c l p y 1 s f . 4 .  .  .  .  .p p
4.10 .
 . XIn particular, c l g D and hencep
& &
Sc c l p y 1 s i y 1: 0 - i F l 1 y 1 and Sc l 1 s f . 4 .  .  .  .  . .1 p 1
4.11 .
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 .  <  . < 4Write the set l 1 as a : 0 F i F l 1 y 1: a - a . We have a s 0.i i iq1 0
Since l is in DX,
& &
Sc l p y 1 s a y 1: 0 - i F l 1 y 1 and Sc l 1 s f . 4 .  .  .  .  .1 i 1
4.12 .
 .Now 4.12 gives immediately that
&
c Sc l p y 1 s i y 1: 0 - i F l 1 y 1 4 .  .  . .p 1
and
&
c Sc l 1 s f . 4.13 .  .  . .p 1
&
 .  .   ..The equations 4.11 and 4.13 then clearly show that Sc c l and1 p&
  ..c Sc l are identical.p 1
 .  . <  . < <   .. <  .By 4.9 and 4.10 , l 1 s c l 1 and hence 4.2 will givep
<  . <l x y1
W l s p a y i . 4.14 .  .  .1 i /
is0
 .Since 0 g l 1 , a s 0 and thus the above equation may be rewritten as0
< . . <is l x y1
W l s p a y 1 y i y 1 . 4.15 .  .  . .1 i /
is1
&
 . .   . 4But by definition Sc l p y 1 s a y 1: a g l 1 , i G 1 . Also,1 i i&
   ... .  <  . < 4  .c Sc l p y 1 s i: 0 F i F l 1 y 1 by 4.17 .p 1 &
 .   ..Thus the right side of 4.15 is just W Sc l , i.e.,py1 1
&
W l s W Sc l . 4.16 .  .  . .1 py1 1
Clearly,
&
W l s 0 s W Sc l . 4.17 .  .  . .py1 1 1
&
 .Since l and Sc l have identical configurations on all columns other1 &
 .   ..than on the columns 1 and p y 1, it is immediate that W l s W Sc ly y 1
 .when y is not one of 1 or p y 1. It therefore follows from Eqs. 4.16 and&
 .  .4.17 that l and Sc l have the same weight, thus completing the proof1
of the proposition.
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Recall that D stands for the set of strict partitions which are their own
p-bar cores. We have
PROPOSITION 4.8. Let w be a nonnegati¨ e integer. Let m g D and sup-
pose that x g X is such that
m x y m x y 1 ) 3 w q 1 . 4.18 .  .  .  .
& &
 . < < <  . <  .Then Sc m g D and m y Sc m ) 3 w q 1 .x x
Proof. The first assertion of Proposition 4.8 is the assertion of Lemma
  .4.7 applied to partitions of weight zero. Note that 4.18 guarantees the
.special hypothesis in the statement of Lemma 4.7 when x s 1.
For the second part, note that if a bead on the ath row of the yth
column in the abacus representation for l is moved one position left to the
 .ath row of the y y 1 st column, the resulting partition has magnitude one
less than l. Here by moving a bead on the 0th column and ath row one
position to the left on the abacus we will mean that the bead moves to the
 .  .a y 1 st row on the p y 1 st column. Conversely, if a bead on the ath
row of the yth column in the abacus representation of l is moved one
position right to the ath row of the y q 1st column, the resulting partition
has magnitude one more than l. We now break the proof into three cases.
&
 .  .Case 1. x / 1, p q 1 r2. The partition Sc m is obtained by exchang-x
 .ing the configuration of beads on the xth and x y 1 st columns and doing
the same for the columns p y x and p y x q 1. Alternatively, it may be
thought of as obtained from l by moving the beads on the xth column for
 .which there is no bead on the same row on the x y 1 st column one
 .position to the left, those on the x y 1 st position for which there is no
bead on the same row on the xth column one column to the right, and by
 .moving the beads on the p y x q 1 th column for which there is no bead
 .on the corresponding row of the p y x th column one position to the left
 .and those on the p y x th column for which there is no bead on the
 .p y x q 1 st column one column to the right. From this it follows easily
that
&
xm x y Sc m s m x y m x y 1 .  .  .  .
q m p y x q 1 y m p y x . 4.19 .  .  .
 . <  . <By 4.18 , m x is not zero. Since m is its own p-bar core this means that
<  . <  .m p y x is zero. Hence 4.19 gives that
&
xm x y Sc m G m x y m x y 1 . 4.20 .  .  .  .  .
 .  .The proposition follows in this case from 4.18 and 4.20 .
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 .  . <  . . <Case 2. x s p q 1 r2. By 4.18 , m p q 1 r2 is not zero. There-&
<  . . <  .fore, m p y 1 r2 is zero. Hence, the configuration of Sc pq1.r2 m is
 . .obtained by moving each of the beads on the p q 1 r2 th column in the
configuration for m one position to the left. So clearly,
p q 1&
 .< < pq1 r2m y Sc m s m . 4.21 .  . /2
 .The proposition follows by 4.18 .
 . <  . <Case 3. x s 1. By 4.18 , m p y 1 is zero. Thus, the configuration for&
 .Sc m is obtained by removing the bead on the 0th row of the 1st column1
in the configuration of m and moving all other beads on the 1st column
two positions to the left. The bead on the 0th row of the first column
corresponds to the part 1 of m. Hence, clearly
&
< <m y Sc m s 1 q 2 m 1 y 1 . 4.22 .  .  . .1
 .The proposition now follows from 4.18 .
&
PROPOSITION 4.9. Keep the hypothesis of Proposition 4.8. Then the map Scx
< <establishes a 1]1 correspondence between strict partitions l of n [ m q pw&
X <  . <with p-bar core m and partitions l of m [ Sc m q pw with p-bar corex&
 .Sc m .x
&
X .  .  .Proof. Let l g D n with c l s m. Put m s Sc m .p x
&
Case 1. x / 1. The map Sc : D ª D is clearly an involution whichx &
 .preserves p-bar cores and weights by Lemma 4.7 and so l ª Sc l is ax
1]1 correspondence of partitions of n with p-bar core m and partitions of
m with p-bar core mX.
Case 2. x s 1. Let
T [ l: l g D n , c l s m .  . 4p
and
S [ x : x g D m , c x s mX . .  . 4p
&
X . <  .  .By Eq. 4.26 , T ; D , hence Sc is injective. By 4.18 , 0 g m 1 andT1
 .m p y 1 is empty. In particular, this means that l satisfies the hypothesis&
 .of Lemma 4.7 and thus Sc T ; S.1
 .Now let x be an element of S. Recall the definition of inv x from the
remarks following Definition 4.6. By Lemma 4.4, applied to x and m9 with
 .  . .  .x s p y 1, it is clear that x 1 s f. Hence, 0 g inv x 1 and inv x p
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&
.   ..  .   ..y 1 s f. By Lemma 4.7, as x s Sc inv x , w x s w inv x and1&
X   ...   ..   ..Sc c inv x s m . In other words, c inv x is either inv c x s m1 p p p
  ..X   ..Xor inv c x . But inv c x is clearly not its own p-bar core and hencep p
  ..   ..  .c inv x is inv c x , i.e., inv x g T. This shows the 1]1 correspon-p p &
dence between the sets T and S via Sc , thus completing the proof.1
l X.  .Recall the sets M l, l from Definition 3.15 ii . We have
PROPOSITION 4.10. Keep the hypothesis of Proposition 4.8. Let l be a&
< < <  . <partition of n [ m q pw with core m. If x is a partition of m [ Sc m qx& &
nym .  .  .pw with p-bar core Sc m , then M l, x s f if x / Sc l . Ifx x&
 .x s Sc l , thenx
&
nym nymi M l, x s M m , Sc m .  .  . .x
¡ n y m !, if x / 1, .
~ n y m ! .s 4.23 .
, if x s 1.¢2 n y m y 1 r2 .
& 0, if x / 1,
ii n l y n x s n m y n Sc m s 4.24 .  .  .  .  .  . .x  1, if x s 1.
&
iii e l y e x ' e m y e Sc m mod 2 . 4.25 .  .  .  .  .  .  . .x
 .  . < < < <Proof. First, notice that part iii follows from part ii as l y x s
< < < X <m y m .
Let l and x be as in the statement of the proposition. Let us put lX& &
X l .  .  .[ Sc l , m [ Sc m , and l [ n y m. We suppose that M l, x / fx x
0 l l .and let L: l s L ) ??? ) L s x be an element of M l, x . For 1 F i
iq1 i F l y 1, L is the partition obtained by removing a 1-bar from L see
. iq1Definition 3.4 . In other words, the abacus representation for L is
obtained from the representation for Li by moving a bead in the abacus
representation of Li one position to the left. As Liq1 is also a strict
partition, there must not already be a bead one position to the left of the
bead being moved. If Liq1 is obtained from Li by moving the bead on the
ath row of the t th column one position to the left, we shall write
Liq1 s Li t , a . 4.26 .  .
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Explicitly, we may describe Liq1 as follows:
iq1 i  4L t s L t r a , 4.27 .  .  .
iq1 i  4L t y 1 s L t j a , 4.28 .  .  .
Liq1 y s Li y , for y / t , t y 1. 4.29 .  .  .
 .Note that if t s 0, the expression in 4.28 gives us the p-set through
y1, but
Liq1 p y 1 s a y 1: a g Liq1 y1 . 4 .  .
At this point, we consider two cases.
Case 1. x / 1. By definition of the Scopes maps,
Xm x y 1 s m x ) 3 w q 1 . 4.30 .  .  .  .
 . XThen by Lemma 4.4 iii applied to m and x ,
Xx x y 1 s m x y 1 s m x 4.31 .  .  .  .
and
x p y x q 1 s f . 4.32 .  .
Let
l x y 1 s m x y 1 q t . 4.33 .  .  .
Then, by Proposition 4.2,
l p y x q 1 s m p y x q 1 q t , 4.34 .  .  .
where w G t G 0 by Lemma 4.4.
We have
m x y m x y 1 y t G 3 w q 1 y w ) 2w q 1. 4.35 .  .  .  .
By Lemma 4.4 applied to m and l,
l x s m x 4.36 .  .  .
 .  . <  . < <  . <and hence by 4.33 and 4.35 , we have that l x y l x y 1 ) 2w q 1.
 .  <  . < 4  <  . <But then by Lemma 4.4, l x > 0 ??? l x y w y 1 and 0 ??? l x y 1
4  .q w > l x y 1 . So, in fact,
l x y 1 ; l x . 4.37 .  .  .
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We now consider
 .  .  .Subcase 1. x / 1, p q 1 r2. By Eqs. 4.31 and 4.33 there are
<  . < <  . <  .m x y m x y 1 y t more beads on the x y 1 st column of x than on
 .  .  .the x y 1 st column of l. Thus there is a subset A of x x y 1 y l x y 1
<  . < <  . <  4of cardinality m x y m x y 1 y t and a subset I s i : a g A ofa
 4 i aq1 i a .0 ??? l y 1 such that L s L x, a for a in A.
 .  . <  . <By Eqs. 4.32 and 4.34 , there are m p y x q 1 q t beads on the
 .  .p y x q 1 st column of l and no beads on the p y x q 1 st column of
  .4  4x . Thus there is a subset J s j : b g l p y x q 1 of 0 ??? l y 1 , ofb
<  . <  . jbq1cardinality m p y x q 1 q t, such that for b in l p y x q 1 , L s
jb .L p y x q 1, b .
 4 < < < <Clearly, I and J are disjoint subsets of 0 ??? l y 1 and I q J s
<  . < <  . < <  . < <  . <  .m x y m x y 1 q m p y x q 1 . But as m p y x is zero by 4.19 ,
< < < X <  4this is just m y m s l and so I j J s 0 ??? l y 1 .
 . i a .Let a g A. Suppose that a is not in l x . By definition, a g L x , so
 4 rq1 r .there is an r in 0, . . . , l y 1 such that L s L x q 1, a . But we have
 4 sq1 s .just shown that for any s g 0, . . . , l y 1 , L is either L x, b or
s .L p y x q 1, b . This means that x is x q 1 or p y x, which is impossi-
 .ble. Hence, a g l x . In other words,
A ; l x rl x y 1 . .  .
 .  .But by Eqs. 4.33 and 4.36 , the cardinality of A is the same as the
 .  .cardinality of l x rl x y 1 . Hence, we get that
A s l x rl x y 1 . .  .
Now let
C [ x , a : a g A j p y x q 1, a : a g l p y x q 1 . 4  4 .  .  .
 4We have shown above that there is a bijection c : 0 ??? l y 1 ª C, such
 4 rq1 r .  .  .that for any r in 0 ??? l y 1 , L s L y, a , where c r s y, a . Con-
 4versely, let f : 0 ??? l y 1 ª C be any bijection. We will define an
l . 0 element of M l in the following way: Let L s l and for r in 1 ??? l yf
4 rq1 r  .  .  .1 , let L s L y, a , where y, a s f r .f f
rq1  .  .We claim that L is well defined, i.e., we check that if f r s y, r ,f
r  . r .  .  .then y g L y and y f L y y 1 . Suppose first that f r s x, a . If af
r  .  4  .is not in L x , then for some s in 0 ??? l y 1 , where s - r, f s must bef
 . x q 1, a , but this is impossible as x q 1 / p y x q 1. Again, a f l x y
. r  .  41 , so if a is in L x y 1 , then there is an s in 0 ??? l y 1 , s - r, forf
 .  .which f s is x, a , but this contradicts the fact that f is a bijection. So
r  . r  .  . a g L x y L x y 1 . Similarly, we can show that if f r s p y x qf f
. r  . r  .1, a , then a g L p y x q 1 rL p y x .f f
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 4 l  .  . X .Clearly, if y f x, x y 1, p y x q 1, p y x , then L y s l y s l y .f
l  .  .  . l  .Also, it is easy to see that L x s l x y A s l x y 1 , L p y x q 1f f
 . X . l  .  .s f s l p y x q 1 s l p y x , and that L p y x s l p y x q 1 sf
X . l Xl p y x . In other words, L s l and thus the sequence L : l sf f
0 l l X.L , . . . , L is an element of M l, l .f f
X  4Let f be another bijection between 0 ??? l y 1 and C. Let r be the
 . X . r r Xleast integer for which f r / f r . Then L s L and, consequently,f f
Lrq1 / L Xrq1.f f
The above arguments show that x must be lX and, further, that the
l X.elements of M l, l are in one-to-one correspondence with the bijec-
tions of the set C, i.e.,
Xl < <M l, l s C !s l!. 4.38 .  .
 .  . XEquations 4.31 ] 4.37 hold with l and x replaced by m and m ,
respectively, and repeating the above treatment, we get that
Xl < <M m , m s C !s l!, 4.39 .  .
 .  .proving 4.29 when x / 1, p q 1 r2.
 .Equation 4.24 follows immediately from the definition of the Scopes
maps.
We now consider
 .  .Subcase 2. x s p q 1 r2. As x s p y x q 1, we have x x s f by
 .4.32 , but then there must be a subset
p q 1
I [ i : a g la 5 /2
 4 <  . . < i aq1 i a .of 0 ??? l y 1 of cardinality l p q 1 r2 such that L s L x, a for
 . . <  . . <  4a in l p q 1 r2 . As L p q 1 r2 s l, I s 0 ??? l y 1 , and then it
X l X.follows as in Subcase 1 that x s l and that M l, l is in one-to-one
 4  . .correspondence with the bijections between 0 ??? l y 1 and l p q 1 r2 ,
< l X. <i.e., M l, l s l!. The proposition now follows as in Subcase 1.
It remains only to prove
< X . <Case 2. x s 1. We have that m p y 1 is greater than w q 1. Hence by
Lemma 4.4 applied to mX and x with x s p y 1,
Xx p y 1 s m p y 1 s m 1 y 1 4.40 .  .  .  .
and
x 1 s f . 4.41 .  .
 .By using condition 4.18 and Lemma 4.4 applied to m and l with x s 1,
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we can show that
l 0 ; l 1 4.42 .  .  .
and that
l 1 s m 1 . 4.43 .  .  .
 .  .   .4  4By Eqs. 4.41 and 4.43 there is a subset I s i : a g l 1 of 0 ??? l y 1a
<  . < <  . < i aq1 i a .  .of cardinality m 1 s l 1 such that L s L 1, a for a g l 1 . In
 . i0q1 i0  4particular, as 0 g l 1 , i is an element of I and L s L r 1 .0
<  . < <  . <  . Again, as l y1 s l p y 1 s 0, by 4.40 there is a subset J s j :b
 .4  4 <  . < jbq1b g x y1 of 0 ??? l y 1 , of cardinality m 1 y 1, such that L s
jb .  .L 0, b for b in x y1 .
< < < < <  . < By definition, I l J s f and I q J s 2 m 1 y 1 s l, so I j J s 0 ???
4l y 1 .
CLAIM.
 4x y1 s l 1 r 0 . 4.44 .  .  .
 .  .Proof of claim. Let b g x y1 . If b belongs to l 0 , then it belongs to
 .  .  .  4l 1 by Eq. 4.42 . If b f l 0 , then for some r in 0 ??? l y 1 , r - j ,b
rq1 r .L s L 1, b . This r then must belong to I and consequently b must
 .  .  .  .belong to l 1 . So x y1 ; l 1 and as 0 cannot belong to x y1 , in fact
 .  .  4  .  .  4x y1 ; l 1 r 0 . As the sets x y1 and l 1 r 0 have the same cardi-
nality, the claim is proved.
 .  .  .Now let a be a nonzero element of l 1 . Suppose first a g l 0 l l 1 .
i a .  4Then as a cannot be an element of L 0 , there is an r in 0 ??? l y 1 with
rq1 r .r - i and such that L s L 0, a . But then, r is in J and is in fact j ,a a
 .which shows that i ) j . On the other hand, if a is not in l 0 , then thea a
jaq1  .  4fact that a is in L 0 means that there is an s in 0 ??? l y 1 , s - j ,a
sq1 s .such that L s L 1, a and as s must then be i , we get that i - j .a a a
Now let
 4  4C [ 1, 0 j 1, a : a g l 1 y 0 j 0, a : a g l 1 y 0 . 4  4  4 .  .  .  .  .
We have shown above that the sequence L determines a bijection
 4 rq1 r .  .  .c : 0 ??? l y 1 ª C via L s L y, a , where c r s y, r . Further, c
 4satisfies the following property: If r and r in 0 ??? l y 1 are such that1 2
 .  .  .  .  .  4c r s 0, a and c r s 1, a for some a in l 1 y 0 , then1 2
r - r iff a g l 0 . 4.45 .  .1 2
 4Conversely, for any bijection f between 0 ??? l y 1 and C which
satisfies the above property, it is easy to see that the sequence L of strictf
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0 rq1 r  .  .  .partitions defined by L s l and l s L y, r , where f r s y, r , isf f f
 .  .well defined. For this, all we need to check is that if f r s y , a , thenr r
r . r . y1 .a f L y y 1 and a g L y . Suppose first that r s f 1, a , i.e.,r r r r
 .  4 y1 .y s 1 and a s a for some a g l 1 y 0 , and let s s f 0, a . Suppose,r r
r  .  .  .if possible, that a g L 0 . If a g l 0 , then by 4.45 , s - r, and asf
sq1 . tq1 t  .a f L 0 there must be some t, s - t - r, such that L s L 1, a ,f f f
 .  .  .which would imply that f t s 1, a s f r , and hence that t s r, but
 .this contradicts the choice of s. If a f l 0 , there must be some t, t - r,
tq1 t  .  .  .  .such that L s L 1, a , which would imply that f t s 1, a s f sf f
r .and hence that t s s. But t - r - s. Similarly, we can show that a g L 1 .
The case y s 0 and the case y s 1, a s 0 can be handled using veryr r r
similar arguments.
It is easy to see from the description of L thatf
l 0  4  4L y1 s L y1 j l 1 y 0 s l 1 y 0 . 4.46 .  .  .  .  .f f
This is the same thing as saying that
l  4L p y 1 s a y 1: a g l 0 y 0 . 4.47 4 .  .  .f
Also, it is clear that
Ll 1 s f 4.48 .  .f
and
Ll y s l y 4.49 .  .  .f
for all other y in X. Using the same sort of arguments as were used to
prove that L is a well defined sequence, one can easily show thatf
Ll 0 s l 0 , 4.50 .  .  .f
 .  .  . Xwhich, along with Eqs. 4.47 , 4.48 , and 4.49 shows that L s l .f
Also, clearly, if f / fX, then L / L X . These remarks simultaneouslyf f
X l X.show that x s l and that the elements of M l, l are in one-to-one
correspondence with bijective maps f ª C, which satisfy the condition
 .4.45 . But the number of such maps is
< <C ! l!
s . 4.51 .
< <2 C y 1 r2 2 l y 1 r2 .  .
A similar equation may be obtained for m and mX.
X  .  .As m and l are in D , 4.24 and 4.25 easily follow from the definition&
of Sc . This completes the proof of Proposition 4.10.1
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DEFINITION 4.11. Let w be a nonnegative integer and let m be in D.
X XLet m be another element of D. We will write m ; m if there exists a
Xchain of elements of D, starting at m and ending at m such that if n and
h are two elements of this chain, with h the immediate predecessor of n ,&
 . <  . < <  . <  .then for some x in X, n s Sc h , where h x y h x y 1 ) 3 w q 1 .x
Note that ; is a transitive relation on D.
2 .  . PROPOSITION 4.12. Let m g D, such that n m ) 3 p w q 1 q 3 p y
X X X X.  .  . < < < <1 . Then there exists m in D such that m ; m, e m s e m , and m ) m .
2 .  .Proof. First, let x be any element of D with n x ) 3 p w q 1 . We
 .will construct another element x of D in the following way: As n x sÄ
<  . < <  . <  .  x x , there is some x in X such that x x ) 3 p w q 1 ) 3 x wx g X
. <  . <q 1 . Let x be the least such x. Then for any x - x , certainly x x yx x x
<  . <  . <  . < <  . <  .x x ) 3 w q 1 . In particular, x x y x x y 1 ) 3 w q 1 andx x&
 .hence Scx x ; x .x &
 . .   ..  4If x ) 1, then Scx x y s x Sc y for all y in 0 j X. In particu-xx xx& &
X X . .  .  . .  .lar, Scx x x y 1 s x x , and Scx x y s x y , where y is y, y y 1,x xx x
or y q 1. In any case, yX F x y 1 for 1 F y - x y 1, which means thatx x
&
XxSc x x y 1 s x x ) x y q 3 w q 1x  .  .  .  . .x x
&
xs Sc y q 3 w q 1 4.52x  .  .  .
& &
 4  .for all y in 0 j X such that y - x y 1. In particular, Scx y1 (Scx xx xx& & &
 .  .; Scx x ; x . As ; is a transitive relation, Scx y1 (Scx x ; x .x x x
Applying the above argument successively to x , x y 1, . . . , 2, we getx x
that if
& & &
x y1 xx [ Sc ( ??? (Sc (Sc x ,x x  .Ä 1
&
 .then x ; x . Hence, if x s 1, then x s Sc x .Ä Äx 1
Let x g X and let
s [ Sc ( ??? (Sc (Sc .1 xy1 x
By Definition 4.5, using the usual cycle notation for permutations, it is easy
to see that for any x in X,
¡ 1 ??? x y 1, x , p y 1, . . . , p y x q 1, p y x , .
if 1 F x - p q 1 r2, .~s s 4.53 .
1, 2, . . . , p y x p y 1, p y 2, . . . , x , .  .¢ if x G p q 1 r2. .
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Applying this to x s x , it becomes clear from the definitions of x thatÄx
 .   . 4  .  y1 ..x p y 1 s a y 1: a g x x , a / 0 and that x y s x s y for allÄ Äx
 4  .y in 0 j X different from p y 1. In other words, as 0 g x x ,x
x s x s x x y 1 .  .Ä  .x x
y1 4and for all other y in 0 j X , x y s x s y . .  .Ä  .
 . y1 .Again, using x for x in Eq. 4.53 , we get that s y F y - x y 1 forx x
1 - y - x . Hence, by definition of x ,x x
y1 y1x y s x s y F 3s y w q 1 F 3 y w q 1 4.55 .  .  .  .  .  .Ä  .
for all y in X, 1 - y - x .x
 .The inequality between the extreme terms of 4.55 holds trivially for
 .y s 1 due to the fact that x x / f and the fact that x g D implies thatx
 .  .x 1 s x p y x s f.Ä x
 . y1 .If 1 - x - p q 1 r2, then s x s x y 1 and, again,x x x
x x s x x y 1 - 3 x w q 1 . 4.56 .  .  .Ä  .x x x
 .  .The above remarks show that either x x F 3 x w q 1 for all x g X or,Ä
 .  .denoting by x the least x g X such that x x ) 3 x w q 1 ,ÄxÄ
x G x and further, if x - p q 1 r2, then x ) x . 4.57 .  .x x x x xÄ Ä
 .Now 4.54 gives, in particular,
n x s n x y 1. 4.58 .  .  .Ä
We use the above construction inductively to get a sequence
m s m ; m ; ??? ; m 4.59 .1 2 3 py1.q1
of elements of D where m s m .Äiq1 i
 .  .Note that by Eq. 4.58 and the hypothesis of the proposition, n m siq1
 .  .  . 2 .n m y 1 G n m y 3 p y 1 ) 3 p w q 1 , which shows that x ex-i m q1i
 .ists for 1 F i F 3 p y 1 and the above sequence is therefore well defined.
 .For i s 1, . . . , 3 p y 1 q 1, let x s x and let s be the permutationi m ii
 4Sc ( ??? (Sc (Sc of 0 j X.1 x xiy1 i
  . 4Choose i and l in 1, . . . , 3 p y 1 q 1 with l ) i. As m s m ,Älq1 l
 . <   .. < <  . <Eq. 4.54 gives m s x s m x y 1 and for all other y inlq1 l l l l
 4 <   .. < <  . <0 j X , m s y s m y . So, if y is not one oflq 1 l l
 .  .  .s x , s (s x , . . . , s (s ( ??? (s x , thenl l l ly1 ly1 l ly1 i i
y1 y1 y1m y s m s ( ??? (s (s y . 4.60 .  .  . .lq1 i i ly1 l
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 .  .CLAIM. There exist r and s such that p q 1 r2 F r - s F 3 p y 1 and
<  . < <  . <such that m x s m x y 1.s s r r
 .  .Proof. For p q 1 r2 F i F 3 p y 1 , consider y si
 .  .  .s ( ??? (s x . As y belongs to X and 3 p y 1 y p y 1 ) p y 13 py1. i i i
< <s X , they cannot all be different. Choose r and s such that y s y ,r s
r - s, and s y r as small as possible.
 .  . <  . <If r s s y 1, then x s s x and then by Eq. 4.54 , m x ss sy1 sy1 s s
<  . <m x y 1 and the claim is proved.r r
 .  .Otherwise, x s s ( ??? (s x and s ( ??? (s x / x for any ts sy1 r r sy1 t t t
strictly in between r and s, as this would contradict the minimality of
 . <  . <s y r. So, by Eq. 4.60 with i s r q 1, l s s y 1, we have that m x ss s
<   .. < <  . <m s x s m x y 1, thus proving the claim.rq1 r r r r
 .  .By Eq. 4.57 , x G x with strict inequality if x - p q 1 r2 and so,iq1 i m i
 .in particular, for all i G p y 1 r2,
p q 1
x G . 4.61 .iq1 2
 .For i G p q 1 r2, let
¡m , if x s p q 1 r2, .i i~& &r [i ¢Sc ( ??? (Sc m , otherwise. . pq1.r2q1 x imi
Also, let
&
 .pq1 r2t [ Sc r . .i i
& &
 .In either case, m s m s Sc ( ??? Sc py1.r2 t , i.e., r and t areÄiq1 i 1 i i i
intermediate partitions in the sequence of partitions that are used to
construct m from m and, therefore, it is easy to see that t ; r ; m ;iq1 i i i i
m.
Also, it is easy to check that
p q 1
r s m x 4.62 .  .i i i /2
and hence
p y 1
r s m p y x s f . 4.63 .  .i i m i /2
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 .  .  .  .Then since n t y n r s 0, by 4.62 and 4.63 we have thati i
< < < <e r y e t ' r y t y n r q n t ' m x mod 2 . .  .  .  .  .  .i i i i i i i m i
4.64 .
 .  .  .  .In particular, for r and s as in the claim, e r y e t / e r y e t .r r s s
 .But then e m must be one of t , r , t , or r . Also, m is not equal to anyr r s s
< X < < <of t , r , t , or r . Hence, by Proposition 4.8, m - m and this proves ther r s s
proposition.
A Rank Comparison
Notation. Set
a [ 3 p2 w q 1 q 3 p y 1 , .  .w
the integer that shows up in the statement of Proposition 4.12. Also, set
a a q 1 .w w
N [ a p y 1 q p . .w w  /2
< <  .Let m g D with m ) N . Then it is easy to see that n m ) a , i.e., mw w
satisfies the hypothesis of Proposition 4.12 and hence there exists n g D
< < < <  .  .such that n ; m, n - m , and e n s e m . In other words, there exists a
sequence
m \ n , n , . . . , n , n \ n0 1 t tq1
&
 . <  . < <  . <in D such that for 0 F i F t, n s Sc n , where n x y n x y 1iq1 x i i i i ii
 .) 3 w q 1 .
Also, replacing if necessary n by n , for some i less than t, we mayiq1
assume that n and the sequence above are chosen such that t is the
 .  .smallest i for which e n s e m . Here, note that t may equal 0.iq1
Recall the correspondence given by r ª b between the sets D and Br w
established at the beginning of this section.
< < < <By Proposition 4.12, b - b . To prove Theorem 1.2, we will exhibit ann m
Ä Ä .isomorphism of the type 1.1 , for the blocks b and b of S and of S ,m n < b < < b <m nÄ .and an isomorphism of the type 1.2 for the blocks b and b of A andm n < b <mÄof A . This section and all of Section 5 will be devoted to producing such< b <n
isomorphisms.
For the remainder of this section, we will adopt the following notation:
Notation. Set
b [ b for 0 F i F t q 1,i n i
s [ b ??? b .1 t
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< < < <Here s s 1 if t s 0. Then b s n q pw and we may choose a sequencei i
of sets
Y > Y > ??? > Y > Y , 4.65 .0 1 t tq1
which gives the sequence of natural inclusions of groups
Ä Ä Ä ÄS Y > S Y > ??? > S Y > S Y 4.66 .  .  .  .  .0 1 t tq1
and of algebras
Ä Ä Ä ÄOS Y > OS Y > ??? > OS Y > OS Y , 4.67 .  .  .  .  .0 1 t tq1
Ä< < < <  .such that Y s n q pw and b is a block of S Y . As b is central ini i i i i
Ä Ä Ä .  .  .OS Y and OS Y is contained in S Y , we get that b and biq1 iq1 i i iq1
commute for all i between 0 and t, and hence s is an idempotent of
Ä Ä Ä .  .  .OS Y which is fixed by S Y and in particular by S Y .0 t tq1
P is a defect group for b , 0 F i F t q 1 and in particular for b . Byi tq1
Theorem 3.10, we may choose a subset W of Y of cardinality pw suchtq1
Ä Pthat P is a Sylow p-subgroup of S and hence if we set Y s Y y W forpw i i
0 F i F t q 1, we get another sequence of inclusions of sets,
Y P > Y P > ??? > Y P > Y P , 4.68 .0 1 t tq1
and of groups and algebras,
Ä P Ä P Ä P Ä PS Y > S Y > ??? > S Y > S Y , 4.69 . .  .  .  .0 1 t tq1
Ä P Ä P Ä P Ä POS Y > OS Y > ??? > OS Y > OS Y , 4.70 . .  .  .  .0 1 t tq1
P  .where Y is the subset of Y which is left fixed under the action of u P .i i
Ä .  .  .Here u is the surjection of S U on S U described in 3.2 . We have
W s Y y Y P s Y y Y P s ??? s Y y Y P s Y y Y P . 4.71 .0 0 1 1 t t tq1 tq1
 . Further, we have that c b s n and so we also get a sequence seep i i
.Definition 3.11
eU , eU , . . . , eU , eU ,n n n n0 1 t tq1
U Ä P U U .where e is a central idempotent of OS Y . Again e and e commuten i n ni i iq1Ä P .in OS Y . Thus, if we seti
t s eU ??? eU ,n n1 t
Ä P Ä P .  .then t is an idempotent of OS Y which is fixed by S Y and in0 t
Ä P .particular by S Y .tq1
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Before stating the next proposition, we state and prove the following
lemma.
Ä .LEMMA 4.13. Let Z be a finite set and i an idempotent of OA Z . If i is
Ä Ä .  .fixed by some element, say g of S Z rA Z , then
1Ä Ärank i OA Z i s rank i OS Z i . 4.72 .  .  . .  .O O2
Ä Ä  .  ..Proof. Let i O S Z y A Z i denote the O-module of O linear combi-
Ä Ä .  .nations of elements of the type ihi, where h is in S Z but not in A Z .
Ä .Since i is in OA Z , it is clear that
Ä Ä Ä Äi OS Z i s i OA Z i [ i O S Z y A Z i . 4.73 .  .  .  .  . .
Also, since the element g of the statement of the lemma commutes with i,
right multiplication by g clearly induces an O-module isomorphism be-
Ä Ä Ä .   .  ..tween i OA Z i and i O S Z y A Z i. In particular, the O-ranks of
Ä Ä Ä .   .  ..  .i OA Z i and i O S Z y A Z i are equal. The lemma follows from 4.73 .
PROPOSITION 4.14. There exists an integer L such that:
Ä 2 Äi rank b s OS Y b s b s L rank OS Y b . .  .  . .  .O tq1 0 0 tq1 O tq1 tq1
4.74 .
U Ä P U 2 Ä Pii rank e t OS Y e t e s L rank OS Y e . 4.75 .  . .  . /  /O n 0 n n O tq1 ntq 1 0 tq1 tq1
iii If e n s 1, then .  .0
L2
P PÄ Ärank e t OS Y e t e s rank OS Y e . 4.76 . .  . /  /O n 0 n n O tq1 ntq 1 0 tq1 tq14
Ä 2 Äiv rank b s OA Y b s b s L rank OA Y b . .  .  . .  .O tq1 0 0 tq1 O tq1 tq1
4.77 .
v If e n s 0, .  .0
Ä P X 2 Ä P Xrank e t OA Y e t e s L rank OA Y e . 4.78 . .  . /  /O n 0 n n O tq1 ntq 1 0 tq1 tq1
vi If e n s 1, then .  .0
U Ä P U U 2 Ä P Urank e t OA Y e t e s L rank OA Y e . 4.79 . .  . /  /O n 0 n n O tq1 ntq 1 0 tq1 tq1
< <Proof. Let F be a finite extension of K containing all the Y th roots0
Ä .of unity, i.e., F contains splitting fields of all S Y , 0 F i F t q 1.i
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All the O-algebras in the statement of the proposition are O-free and
hence it suffices to compare the F-dimensions of the algebras obtained by
extending their rings of scalars by F.
Ä .  .i F is a splitting field for S Y . Hence,0
ÄFS Y b , Mat F , 4.80 .  .  .0 0 nx
 .Irr b0
Ä .  .where Irr b is the set of ordinary representations of S Y b which0 0 0
 .belong to the block b and n s x 1 .0 x
As the identity element of each matrix algebra in the decomposition of
Ä .FS Y b above is a central idempotent of that algebra, we have that0 0
Äb s FS Y b s b , Mat F , 4.81 .  .  .tq1 0 0 tq1 mx
 .Irr b0
 .where m s x s b .x tq1
 .By Theorem 3.9 i ,
Äb s FS Y b s b .tq1 0 0 tq1
, Mat F Mat F Mat F . .  .  .  m m m ax x xl l l < <.  < <.  < <.lgD Y lgD Y lgD Y0 0 0
 .  .  .c l sn c l sn c l snp 0 p 0 p 0
 .  .  .e l s0 e l s1 e l s1
4.82 .
 .  .Let l g D Y with c l s n .0 p 0
Ä .For any y in FA Y , by Lemma 3.3 and Propositions 3.7 and 4.8,1
x b y s x , f f y : .  .Ä . S Yl 1 l 1
 .fgIrr b1
X Xs x , x x y :  .Ä . S Yl l l1
X  .l gD Y1
X .c l snp 1
X .e l s0
a a
X X X Xq x , x x y q x , x x y :  : .  .Ä Ä .  . S Y S Yl l l l l l1 1
X  .l gD Y1
X .c l snp 1
X .e l s1
X Xnl , l . <Y <y <Y <0 1 Xs 2 M l, l x y . 4.83 .  .  . l
X  .l gD Y1
X .c l snp 1
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 .Let l s l and define l , 0 - i F t, by l s Sc l . Now n s0 i iq1 x i ii&
 . <  . < <  . <  .Scx n , where n x y n x y 1 ) 3 w q 1 , and so by Proposition0 0 0 0 0 0
4.10, the above equation with y s b ??? b , yields2 tq1
nl , l . <Y <y <Y <0 1 0 1x s b s 2 M n , n x b ??? b . 4.84 .  .  .  .l tq1 0 1 l 2 tq11
 . Applying the above argument successively to x b ??? b b , x b ???l 2 t tq1 l 31 2
.  .  .b b , . . . , x b ??? b b , . . . , x 1 , we havet tq1 l iq1 t tq1 li tq1
nl , l . <Y <y <Y <i iq1 i iq1x s b s 2 M n , n x 1 . 4.85 .  .  .  .l tq1 i iq1 l tq 1
0FiFt
CLAIM.
n l , l s n n , n . 4.86 .  .  . i iq1 i iq1
0FiFt 0FiFt
Proof of Claim.
 .  .  .Case 1. t s 0. We have e n s e n and so by Proposition 4.10 iii ,0 1
 .  . < < < < < < < <  .e l s e l . Also, l y l s n y n and by Proposition 4.10 ii ,0 1 0 1 0 1
 .  .  .  .  .  .n l y n l s n n y n n . So n l , l s n n , n .0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
Case 2. t ) 0. By choice of the n 's and Proposition 4.10,i
e n / e n s e n / e n .  .  .  .0 1 t tq1
and
e l / e l s e l / e l . 4.87 .  .  .  .  .0 1 t tq1
Thus,
e n y e n q e n y e n s 0 s e l y e l q e l .  .  .  .  .  .  .0 1 t tq1 0 1 t
y e l . 4.88 .  .tq1
Also, for 1 - i - t,
e n y e n s 0 s e l y e l . 4.89 .  .  .  .  .i iq1 i iq1
From the above equations, we get
n l , l q n l , l s n n , n q n n , n 4.90 .  .  .  .  .0 1 t tq1 0 1 t tq1
< < < < < < < <and again by Proposition 4.10, we have that l y l s n y n andi iq1 i iq1
 .  .  .  .n l y n l s n n y n n for all i between 0 and t. Thus clearly,i iq1 i iq1
n l , l s n n , n 4.91 .  .  .i iq1 i iq1
for 1 - i - t.
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Hence,
x s b s 2 nn i , n iq1.M <Yi <y <Yiq1 < n , n x 4.92 .  .  .l tq1 i iq1 l1
0FiFt
 < <.  .for every l in D Y with c l s n . This proves the claim.0 p 0
By Proposition 4.9 and the choice of n 's, l ª l is a 1]1 correspon-i tq1
< <dence between strict partitions of Y whose p-bar core is n and strict0 0
< <partitions of Y whose p-bar core is n and this correspondencetq1 tq1
preserves parity.
Consequently, if
nn , n . <Y <y <Y <i iq1 i iq1L [ 2 M n , n , . i iq1
0FiFt
 .  .then from 4.82 and 4.92
Ädim b s FS Y b s b . .F tq1 0 0 tq1
2 22s L x 1 q 2 x 1 . 4.93 .  .  . .  . l ltq 1 tq1
 .  .l gD Y l gD Ytq1 tq1 tq1 tq1
 .  .c l sn c l snp tq1 0 p tq1 0
 .  .e l s0 e l s1tq1
2 Ä  . .But the right side of the above equation is precisely L dim FS Y bF tq1 tq1
 .and this proves part i of the proposition.
 .ii Put
x , if e n s 0, .n1Ux [n a1  x q x , otherwise.n n1 1
We have that
U Ä P Ue t FS Y e t e s Mat F , 4.94 .  . .n 0 n n ntq 1 0 tq1
 U .where n s x t e and again by Lemma 3.14 and Propositions 3.17, 4.9,n n0 tq1
and 4.10,
U U U Ux t e s x , f f e e ??? e .  . :Pn n n Ä n n n .S Y0 tq1 0 1 2 tq11
PÄ  ..fgIrr S Y1
U U Us x , f f e e ??? e . :P n Ä n n n .S Y0 1 2 tq11
a .  .fgIrr e jIrr en n1 1
U U Us x , x x e ??? e . :Pn Ä n n n n .S Y0 1 1 2 tq11
P P U Unn , n . <Y <y <Y <0 1 0 1s 2 M n , n x e ??? e . 4.95 .  .  .0 1 n n n1 2 tq1
 U U . a UNote that we are using again the fact that x e ??? e s x e ???n n n n n1 2 tq1 1 2U Ä P Ä P U U Ä P. <  . < <  . <  .e as S U y S U ) 2 and e ??? e is in FA Y .n 1 2 2 n 2tq 1 tq1
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Iterating this process, we get
P PU nn , n . <Y <y <Y <i iq1 i iq1 Ux t e s 2 M n , n dim x .  .n n i iq1 F n0 tq1 tq1
0FiFt
nn , n . <Y <y <Y <i iq1 i iq1s 2 M n , n dim x , 4.96 .  . i iq1 F n tq 1
0FiFt
 .which proves part ii of the proposition.
a y1 Ä Ä .  . iii Note that e s u e u for any u in S Y y Y y A Y yn n t tq1 ttq 1 tq1Ä.  .Y . As u belongs to S Y , it commutes with e , . . . , e and hence t e utq1 t n n n0 t 0Ä P a y1 .  .  .is a unit in t OS Y e t such that e t e s t e u e ut e . The0 n n n n n n0 tq1 0 0 tq1 0
result follows.
 .  .  .  .  .  .Parts iv , v , and vi follow from parts i , ii , and iii by easy
applications of Lemma 4.13 and by using the results of Proposition 3.16.
5. ISOMORPHISMS OF ALGEBRAS
 .  .In this section, we produce isomorphisms of the type 1.1 and 1.2 for
the blocks b and b of Section 2. For the sake of convenience we makem n
the following changes in the notation introduced in that section:
Notation. We set
b [ b , c [ b ,m n
e [ e , f [ e ,m n
U [ Y , V [ Y ,0 tq1
Ä ÄG [ S U , H [ S V , .  .
Ä P Ä PG [ S U , H [ S V , .  .0 0
Ä ÄD G [ A V , D H [ A V , .  .  .  .
Ä P Ä PD G [ A U , D H [ A V . .  .  .  .0 0
Recall from Section 4 that s s b ??? b and t s eU ??? eU. The follow-1 t 1 t
ing will be our approach for proving the required isomorphisms: Let
A [ cs OGbs c,
 .  .considered as an interior H-algebra. It is clear from 3.14 and 3.15 that
U U UBr A s f t kG e t f m kZ P . 5.1 .  .  .P 0 k
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 .  .By Proposition 4.14 ii , Br A is nonzero and hence there is a local point,P
say g of P on A. Let i be a point of H on A such that H > P . Puti g
  ..I [ m i see Definition 2.4 ii and consider the interior H-algebra IAI.i
By Theorem 2.5, we may find a subalgebra T of IAHI such that T is a
product of matrix algebras over O and T is maximal such. As i is the only
point of H on IAI, T has actually one simple factor, i.e., T is isomorphic
 .to the m = m matrix algebra over O. Let C [ C T . T is a unitaryi i I A I
O-simple subalgebra of IAI. Hence, by Proposition 2.1,
C m T , IAI via s m t u ct 5.2 .O
and
C , iIAIi s iAi via c u ici , 5.3 .
where i is any primitive idempotent of T.
 .HNote that T is contained in IAI . So C contains the image of H in
IAI and we give C m T an interior H-algebra structure via h u hI m I sO
h1 m 1 . Also, iAi has a natural interior H-algebra structure as i com-C T
mutes with H, and it is clear that as such, both isomorphisms shown above
are interior H-algebra isomorphisms. In particular, passing to the subalge-
 .bras fixed by H in the isomorphism 5.2 , we get
H HH H HIA I s IAI , C m T s C m T , C m Mat O . 5.4 .  .  .  .O O O mi
 .Recall that for any O-algebra D, r D denotes the m-rank rank of Bm
  ..  .see Definition 2.4 iii . From 5.4 , we get
m2 s r IAHI s r C H m Mat O G m2 . 5.5 .  .  . .i m m O m ii
 .HThis shows that 1 m i is primitive even in C m T , for otherwiseO O
strict inequality would hold on the extreme right of the sequence displayed
above. Thus i ? 1 s i is in i.
Now the interior H-algebra structure of iAi induces a homomorphism
OHc ª iAi ,
where clearly
c u bs ci s i ,
 .  .making the homomorphism unitary. This, along with 5.2 and 5.3 induces
a sequence of interior H-algebra homomorphisms:
OHc m Mat O ª iAi m Mat O , IAI. 5.6 .  .  .O m O mi i
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 .The group P stabilizes an O-basis of OG via the diagonal action of P
and iAi is a P-module summand of OG. Thus by Green's theorem, P
 .stabilizes an O-basis of iAi. We have Br i / 0 as i is in i and H > P ,P i g
 .  .  .  .  .and thus iAi P s Br i kC P Br i is a nonzero projective kZ P -P G P
 .module via the left multiplication action of Z P . P, H, and iAi satisfy
therefore the hypothesis of Proposition 2.11, and hence the map OHc ª iAi
as defined above is a direct inclusion of OH-bimodules and in particular,
of O-modules. But then the composed map between the extreme terms of
 .5.6 is clearly also a direct inclusion of O-modules. If we could show that
rank OHc ? m2 G rank IAI , 5.7 .  .  .O i O
 .then 5.6 would give
OHc m Mat O , IAI 5.8 .  .O mi
 .as interior H-algebras. But IAI s IOGbI and thus 5.8 would be the
 .isomorphism required in 1.1 .
 .The isomorphism in 1.2 is proved in exactly the same way: Let
B [ cs OD G bs c, .
 .  .  .considered as an interior D H -algebra. It is clear from 3.14 and 3.15
that
U U UBr B s f t kD G e t f m kZ P . 5.9 .  .  .  .P 0 k
 .  .From Proposition 4.13 v and vi , it follows that P has a local point say h
 .  .on B. Choose a point k of D H on B such that D H contains a P .0 k h
Set J s m k and let R be a maximal semisimple algebra of JB DH .J. It isk
 .easy to show that R , Mat O . If j is any primitive idempotent of R,k
then by Theorem 2.4,
jBj m R , JBJ 5.10 .O
 .  .as interior D H -algebras, were the interior D H -algebra structures of
jBj and JBJ are the natural ones.
 .The interior D H -algebra structure of jBj induces a unitary homomor-
phism,
OD H c ª jBj. .
 .  .This, along with 5.10 yields the sequence of interior D H -algebra
homomorphisms:
OD H c m Mat O ª jBj m Mat O , JBJ . 5.11 .  .  .  .O m O mk k
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Again, it follows from Proposition 2.11 that the homomorphism
 .OD H c ª jBj is a direct inclusion of O-modules and hence so is the
 .composed homomorphism between the two extreme terms of 5.11 . Again,
if we could show that
rank OD H c ? m2 G rank JBJ , 5.12 .  .  . .O i O
 .then from 5.11 we get
OD H c m Mat O , JBJ 5.13 .  .  .O mi
 .  .  .as interior D H -algebras. But JBJ s JOD G bJ and thus 5.13 would be
 .the isomorphism required in 1.2 .
 .Let us note at this point that once we have that OHc m Mat O , IAIO mi
as interior H-algebras, the isomorphism of source algebras of b and c
 .when these are considered as blocks of G and H, respectively as interior
P-algebras is immediate:
 .PLet i be a primitive idempotent of OHc which belongs to a local
X  .point of P on OHc and let i be any primitive idempotent of Mat O .mi
Further, let t be the image of i m iX in IAI under the above isomorphism.
 .Then clearly from 5.8 ,
i OHi , i m iX OHc m Mat O i m iX , tIAIt s t OGbt 5.14 .  .  .  . .O mi
as interior P-algebras since P is a subgroup of H. Also, t must belong to a
local point of P on IAI and hence to a local point of P on OGb. As P is
maximal among groups having a local point on OGb, the two extreme
 .terms of 5.14 are source algebras for c and b, respectively.
 .Similarly, the isomorphism in 1.2 yields immediately an interior P-alge-
bra isomorphism between a source algebra for b and a source algebra of c
 .  .when these are considered as blocks for D G and D H , respectively.
It remains to find local points g and h of P on A and B, respectively,
H DH .  .  .and points i of A and k of B such that Eqs. 5.7 and 5.12 hold.
We do this via the next proposition.
PROPOSITION 5.1. Fix a local point g of P on A and a local point h of P
on B. Then,
 .i There are two points i and z of H on A such that P F H , Hg i z
and these are the only two such points of H on A.
 .  .  .ii There is exactly one point d of D H on A such that P g D H .g d
 .iii m q m s m s L.i z d
 . DH .iv For any i g i and j g z , i and j remain primiti¨ e in A , i.e., i
and z are contained in d and, in particular, there is an a in ADH . such that
ay1 ia s j.
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 .  .v There are two points, say k and j of D H on B such that
 .  .  .P F D H , D H and these are the only two such points of D H on B.h k j
 .vi m q m s m s L.k j d
 . X Xvii There are two points, say k and j of H on B such that
 .  .X XP F D H , H and these are the only two such points of D H on B.h k j
 . X Xviii m q m s L.k j
Proof of Proposition 5.1. We first make the following claim
 .  .  .  .CLAIM. Part iv of the proposition follows from parts i , ii , and iii .
 . DH .Proof of claim. D H is normal in H, so H acts on A via
conjugation and hence it acts on the points of ADH .. Choose an element
 .  .h g H y D H and let d g d . As D H > P , there is a d g g such0 d g 1
that d d s d .1 1
Then
h d d shd , i.e. hd hd shd . 5.15 .  .1 1 1 1
Since h is in H , h centralizes P and so0
hd g g . 5.16 .1
If d X is the point of H on A which contains the idempotent hd, then by
 .  .  .XEqs. 5.15 and 5.16 , H > P . But by part ii of the proposition, d is thed g
DH .  . Xonly point of A for which P F D H . Hence d s d . In other words,g d
  . .h belongs to N D H . Also,H d
 :H s D H , h .
and hence
N D H s H . 5.17 .  . .dH
 .We have H > P , hence we must have H > D H . Since the character-i g i d
H  H  ..istic of k is odd, it is immediate that 1 g A 1 s Tr 1 r2 . InA DH . A DH . A
particular, i g AH . Hence, by Lemma 2.10, if d X is any other point ofDH .
 .  . XXD H on A for which H > D H , then d is H-conjugate to d . But theni d
 . Xit follows from 5.17 that d s d , i.e., d is the only point of H on A for
 .which the corresponding pointed group contains D H .d
By exactly the same argument, we get that d is the only point of ADH .
 .such that H > D H . In particular, we get thatz d
m G m q m , 5.18 .d i z
with strict inequality if idempotents in either i or z are imprimitive in
ADH ..
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 .On the other hand, part iii of the proposition says that
m q m s m . 5.19 .i z d
 .  .The equations 5.18 and 5.19 show clearly that i and z remain primitive
DH .in A , i.e., i, j belong to d for i in i and j in z and the claim follows.
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .We now prove parts i , ii , iii , v , vi , vii , and viii of the proposi-
tion. Since P is a defect group of c when c is considered as a block of H,
 .H  .P H  .we have c g OHc . Let x g OHc be such that c s Tr x . ThenP P
H  . Pbs c s Tr bs x , as bs commutes with H. Also, bs x g A ; hence weP
get that bs c is in AH, i.e., the identity of A is in AH. Thus by the RemarkP P
2.9 there is a 1]1 correspondence between the points of H on A for which
the corresponding pointed group contains P and the points ofg
  ..NH Pg .A P and this correspondence preserves the multiplicity of points.g
Similarly, since P is a defect group of c when c is considered a block of
 . DH . DH .D H , we get that the bs c is in B and hence in A and thus thereP P
 .is a multiplicity preserving correspondence between the points of D H on
B for which the corresponding pointed group contains P and the points ofh
  ..ND H .Ph.B P as well as a multiplicity preserving correspondence be-h
 .tween the points of D H on A for which the corresponding pointed
  ..NH Pg .group contains P and the points of A P .g g
Further, since k is of odd characteristic, bs c is in B H and so there is aP
multiplicity preserving correspondence between the points of H on B for
which the corresponding pointed group contains P and the points ofh
  ..NH Ph.A P .h
By the above remarks, it is sufficient therefore to determine the points
  ..NH Pg .   ..ND H .Pg .   ..ND H .Ph.of the algebras A P , A P , B P , andg g h
  ..NH Ph.B P .h
At this point we consider two cases.
 .  . U UCase 1. e m s e n s 0, i.e., e s e and f s f .
 .  .  .i Now 3.14 and 3.15 in this case give,
Br cs kGbs c s Br bs c kG m kZ P Br bs c .  .  .  . .P P 0 k P
s f t kG e t f m kZ P . 5.20 .  .0 k
 .From 5.20 , it is clear that
A P , f t kG e t f 5.21 . .g 0
as interior H -algebras and that this isomorphism is canonical.0
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 .Since g is the only local point of P on A, Eq. 3.13 gives
N P s N P s HN P . 5.22 .  .  . . ÄH g H SW .
The natural inclusion of V P in U P induces the sequence of maps
kH f ª ft kG et f ª fkG fe. 5.23 .0 0 0
The maps above are interior kH -algebra homomorphisms as t e com-0
mutes with H . Since et f / 0, the composed map above is not the zero0
map. Then, as kH f is a matrix algebra, the composed map is actually an0
injection. Let us identify kH f with its image in ft kG et f and set0 0
C [ C kH f . .ft kG et f 00
By Proposition 2.1,
f t kG e t f ( kH f m C . 5.24 .0 0
 .Since f t kG e is a matrix algebra, so is ft kG e t f , and then by 5.24 ,0 0
 .so is C. But comparing k-dimensions in 5.24 , we get from Proposition
 .4.14 ii that
C , Mat k . 5.25 .  .L
 .  .Now, 5.21 and 5.22 give
 .H ?N PÄ0 SW . .N PH gA P , f t kG e t f . .g 0 /
 .N PÄSW .s C . 5.26 .  .
 .  .The group N P contains N P as a subgroup of index 2. SinceÄ ÄSW . AW .
P Ä .W and U are disjoint sets, A W commutes with G , and hence it0
 .  .  .commutes with C. Let t g N P y N P . Then 5.26 givesÄ ÄSW . AW .
 .N PH g  t:A P s C . 5.27 . .g
CLAIM. C  t: / C.
 t:  .Proof. Suppose, if possible, that C s C. Then from 5.26 ,
 .N PH gA P s C . 5.28 . .g
Thus there is exactly one point i of H on A for which P ; H andg i
m s L. If we set I s m i, theni i
rank IAI F rank A s L2 rank kHc s m2 rank OHc . 5.29 .  .  .  .  .O O O i O
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 .The inequality between the extreme terms of 5.29 is just the inequality of
 .  .5.7 . This implies that the isomorphism in 5.8 holds with m s L. Ini
 .particular, using Proposition 4.14 i , we have that
rank IAI s rank AO O
and this in turn implies that IAI s A. So
OHc m Mat O , A 5.30 .  .O L
as interior H-algebras. Tensoring over K gives
KHc m Mat K , cs KGbs c 5.31 .  .K L
as interior H-algebras.
Let f be an irreducible non-self-associate character of H that belongs
w xto the block b. Note that such a f exists by Section 5 of O . Equation
 .5.31 implies that there is an irreducible character x of G in b such that
x hs c s L2f h ;h g H . 5.32 .  .  .
< <Now suppose that f s x , where l is an odd partition of V and choose hl
 .with cycle type l. By Theorem 3.2, f h is nonzero and by Lemma 3.3,
 .  .x hs c is zero. This contradicts Eq. 5.32 and hence proves our claim.
2 Ä .We have that t is in A W , hence t acts as an involutory automorphism
on C. As the action of t on fkG ef is induced by the conjugation of G by0 0
t, it is clear that t fixes all elements of f t kG e t f of the type qe t f , where0
PÄ .q g k, that is, t fixes the center of f t kS U e t f , and hence it fixes the
center of C. Then, by the Noether]Skolem theorem, t induces an inner
automorphism of C. Let it be the inner automorphism induced by s g CU.
Then s2 belongs to the center of C , i.e., s2 s l ? 1 , where 1 is theC C
identity of C and l is in k. The minimal polynomial of s is therefore
2 w xX y l, which splits in k X into two distinct linear factors, as k is
algebraically closed and of odd characteristic, and s is not in the center of
C. Then, we can find y in CU such that ysyy1 is the diagonal matrix
 t:  s:’ .z s diag n ??? n , yn ??? yn , where n s l . Clearly, C s C s
yy1 C z y. So, by the description of z, it is clear that there is an idempotent
decomposition
1 s i q jC
of 1 in C such thatC
 t:C s iC i [ jC j. 5.33 .
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 .  .As iC i and jC j are matrix algebras, it is clear from 5.26 that N PH g
 .has two points on A P . Thus, by the remarks made at the beginning ofg
the proof, there are exactly two points of H on A for which the corre-
 .sponding pointed groups contain P , proving part i of the proposition.g
 .Let the points be i and z , respectively. From 5.25 ,
’ ’’m q m s dim iEi q dim jEj s dim E s L. 5.34 .  . .  .i z k k k
 .  .ND H .Pg .ii We examine A P . First,g
N P s N P . 5.35 .  . .DH . g DN .
Ä .As all conjugates of P are contained in A W , we have
N P : N P s 2 and N P : N P s 2. 5.36 .  .  .  .  .Ä ÄH DH . SW . AW .
 .  .From 5.22 and the second statement of 5.36 , we get immediately that
N P : D H ? N P s 4. 5.37 .  .  .  .ÄH 0 AW .
Ä .  .  .Choose r in H y D H , r in N P rA W . It is possible to do so byÄ1 0 0 2 SW .
 .5.36 . Let
r [ r r .1 2
 .  .  .Then clearly r is in N P but not in D H ? N P . We get easilyÄDH . 0 AW .
 .  .from the first statement of 5.36 and from 5.37 that
N P s D H ? N P , r . 5.38 : .  .  .  .ÄDH . 0 AW .
X X c X X c  .By Proposition 3.16, f s f q f , where f and f are blocks of D H0
gX c X X X c .and f s f for any g in H y D H . The idempotents f and f of0 0
kH are therefore conjugate in kH . Hence0 0
X X X c X cdim f kH f s dim f kH f .  .k 0 k 0
1s dim fkH f . 5.39 . .k 04
Now,
X X X c X cfkD H f s f kD H f [ f kD H f 5.40 .  .  .  .0 0 0
X X c PÄ .as f and f are central idempotents of kA V .
 .Conjugation by any element of H y D H induces a vector space0 0
X X X X .  .isomorphism between f kD H f and f kD H f . In particular, the two0 0
 .algebras have the same dimension and by 5.40 , this dimension is one half
 .the dimension of fkD H f. On the other hand, by Lemma 4.13, the0
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 .  .dimension of fkD H f is one half the dimension of fkH f. So 5.39 and0 0
 .5.40 give
X X X Xf kD H f s f kH f , 5.41 .  .0 0
X c X X c X c X cf kH f s f kH f . 5.42 .0 0
 .We identify fkD H f with its image, in f t kG e t f , via the natural0 0
 .inclusion fkH f ¨ f t kG e t f as defined in 5.23 and set0 0
XC [ C fkD H f . . .f t kG e t f 00
 .  .  .Then by Eqs. 5.40 , 5.41 , and 5.42 and Corollary 2.2,
X X X cC s f C [ f C . 5.43 .
where C is the centralizer in f t kG e t f of kH f. Since G is centralized0 0 0
Ä .  .by A W , 5.38 gives
 .N P X r:D H .A P s C , 5.44 . .g
 .where r is as in 5.38 .
X X c  .Since f and f are idempotents of D H and since by choice r is in0 2
X X cÄ .S W , conjugation by r leaves f and f fixed. On the other hand, r is2 1
X X c .chosen in H y D H , and therefore permutes f and f . Hence, r0 0
X X cpermutes C f and C f and we get that
 .N P X X cD H .A P , f C , f C , C . 5.45 . .g
 .  .Thus, there is exactly one point, say d , of D H on A for which D H >d
 .P , proving ii of Proposition 5.1.g
 .  .  .iii It is clear from 5.25 and 5.45 that
m s L.d
 .  .Part iii then follows from 5.34 .
 . X X c  .v e s e q e is a decomposition of e into blocks of D H . Hence,0
B P s kf t D H ef t m kZ P .  .  .0 k
X X cs kf t D H e f t m kZ P [ kf t D H e f t m kZ P . 5.46 .  .  .  .  .0 k 0 k
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In particular, there are two local points of P on B. Without loss of
generality we may take
XB P s kf t D H e f t . 5.47 .  . .h 0
 .  .  .The group N P acts on B P and N P is precisely theDH . DH . h
 .stabilizer of B P under this action. Also, since there are two local pointsh
of P on B,
N P : N P F 2. 5.48 .  . .DH . DH . h
 .We consider again the description of the element r s r r of N P1 2 DH .
w  .x r1 X X c r2 X Xsee 5.38 . It is easy to see that e s e and that e s e .
 .  .  .Hence r does not stabilize B P . But then 5.38 and 5.48 giveh
N P s D H N P . 5.49 .  .  . . ÄDH . h 0 AW .
We consider the homomorphisms
X X X X XkD H f ª f t kD G et f via a ª at f 5.50 .  .  .0 0
and
X c X c X c X c X ckD H f ª f t kD G e t f via a ª at f 5.51 .  .  .0 0
 .induced by the natural inclusion of D H in G . As before these homo-0 0
X XC .  .morphisms are injective and we identify kD H f and kD H f with0 0
their images under the above maps. If we let
X X X c X c
X X X X c X X cD [ C kH f and D [ C kH f , .  .f t k DG .e t f 0 f t k DG .e t f 00 0
then by Proposition 2.1,
X X X X Xf t kD G et f , kD H f m D 5.52 .  .  .0 0 k
and
X c X X c X c X cf t kD G et f , OD H f m D . 5.53 .  .  .0 0 k
Furthermore, it is clear from the above equations that D and DX are
 .matrix algebras and in fact, from Proposition 4.14 v , we get
D , DX c , Mat k . 5.54 .  .L r2
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 .  .The sum of the maps in 5.50 and 5.51 induces an injective map
XkD H f ª f t kD G et f . .  .0 0
So, if we set
XD [ C kD H f , . .f t k DG .e t f 00
by Lemma 2.3,
D s DX [ DX c . 5.55 .
 .Hence, from 5.49 , we have
 .N P  .N PÄD H . h AW .B P s D . 5.56 .  . .h
Ä X .  .But A W commutes with kD G e and hence with D. Thus,0
 . .N H PD hB P s D. 5.57 . .h
From the structure of D, it becomes clear that there are two points of
 .D H on B for which the corresponding pointed group contains P . Thish
 .proves v .
 .  .  .vi This is clear from 5.54 and 5.55 .
 .  .  .vii The index of N P in N P is at most 2 and as shown in theH h H
 .  .argument preceding 5.49 , the element r of H y D H does not1 0 0
 .  .stabilize B P . From this, using 5.22 , it follows thath
N P s D H ? N P . .  . . ÄH h 0 SW .
Hence,
 .N PH h N P .ÄSW .B P s D . .h
Ä .  .But D is contained in kD G and is therefore fixed by S W . Thus
 .N PH hB P s D. .h
 .This immediately gives vii .
 .  .  .viii This follows from the above equation and from 5.54 and 5.55 .
We now consider
 .  .Case 2. e m s e n s 1.
 .  .  .i By 3.14 and 3.15 , we have that
U UA P s f t kG et f m kZ P .  .0 k
a as f t kG et f m kZ P [ f t kG et f m kZ P . 5.58 .  .  .0 k 0 k
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We may take
U UA P s f t kG et f . 5.59 . .g 0
Since there are two local points of P on A,
N P : N P F 2. 5.60 .  . .H H g
Ä Ä .  .  .  .Recall the description of N P given in 5.22 . Let x g S W y A W .H
Then
xe s ea
 .and, in particular, x does not stabilize A P . Hence x does not belong tog
 .  .  .N P . Then, from 5.22 and 5.60 we getH g
N P s H ? N P . 5.61 .  . . ÄH g 0 AW .
We consider the homomorphisms
kH f ª ft kG e t f via l ª le t 5.62 .0 0
and
a a akH f ª f t kG e t f via l ª le t 5.63 .0 0
induced by the natural inclusion of H in G . As before these homomor-0 0
phisms are injective.
Let
a a
a aE [ C kH f and E [ C kH f . .  .ft kG e t f 0 f t kG e t f 00 0
By Proposition 2.1,
ft kG e t f , kH f m e 5.64 .0 0 k
and
a a a af t kG e t f , kH f m e . 5.65 .0 0 k
 .  . aFrom 5.64 and 5.65 it is easy to see that E and E are matrix algebras
 .and then by Proposition 4.14 iv ,
E , E a , Mat k . 5.66 .  .L r2
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 .  .The sum of the maps in 5.62 and 5.63 induces an injective map
U U UkH f ª f t kG e t f . 5.67 .0 0
If we set
U U
U UE [ C kH f , .f t kG e t f 00
then by Lemma 2.3,
EU s E [ E a . 5.68 .
Ä .  .  .The group A W commutes with G . Hence, from 5.59 and 5.61 we0
have
 .N PH g UA P s E . 5.69 . . .g1
U  .  .From the structure of E as given in 5.66 and 5.68 , we get that there
are two points of H on A for which the corresponding pointed group
 .contains P . This proves part i .g
 .  .ND H .Pg .ii We consider A P . It follows easily from the description ofg
 .  .N P given in 5.61 thatH g
N P s D H ? N P . 5.70 .  .  . . ÄDH . g 0 AW .
U .Since kD H f is a matrix algebra, the map0
U U UkD H f ª f t kG e t f via a ª ae t 5.71 .  .0 0
U U .is injective. We identify kD H with its image in f t kG e t f and set0 0
X U
U UE s C kD H f . . .f t kG e t f 00
Again
XU U Uf t kG e t f , kH f m E . 5.72 .0 0 k
Clearly, EU is a full matrix algebra over k. Then from the dimension
comparisons in Proposition 4.14 we get easily that
E X s Mat k . 5.73 .  .L
Ä .  .  .The group A W commutes with G . Hence, from 5.59 and 5.70 ,0
 .N PD H . g XA P , E . 5.74 . . .g
 .  .Part ii of Proposition 5.1 follows from 5.74 .
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 .  .  .  .  .iii This follows from 5.66 , 5.69 , 5.73 , and 5.74 .
 .v We have
U U UB P s kf t D G e t f m kZ P . 5.75 .  .  .  .0 k
U  .As e is a block of D G , h is the only local point of P on B and0
hence
U U UB P s f t kD G e t f . 5.76 .  . .h 0
Also,
N P s N P . 5.77 .  . .DH . h DH .
As in the previous cases, we consider the injective homomorphism
U U U UkD H f ª f t kD G e t f 5.78 .  .  .0 0
and set
U
U U UF s C kD H f . . .f t k DG .e t f 00
We have
U U Uf t kD G e t f , kD H f m F . 5.79 .  .  .0 0 k
 .Equation 5.78 and Proposition 4.14 now give
F s Mat k . 5.80 .  .L
 .  .  .By 5.38 , 5.76 , and 5.77
 .N PD H . h  r:B P , F 5.81 . . .h
It is easy to see that r 2 acts as the identity on F.
CLAIM. F  r: / F.
 r:  .Proof. Suppose, if possible, that F s F. Then from 5.81 it becomes
clear that there is exactly one point k of H on B for which the
corresponding pointed group contains P and the multiplicity of this pointh
would equal L. Then for J s m k ,k
rank JBJ F rank B s L2 rank OD H c .  .  . .O O O
s m2 rank OD H c 5.82 .  . .k O
 .  .  .and 5.8 holds, i.e., OD H c m Mat O , B.O L
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 .But by comparing O-ranks in 5.82 and using Proposition 4.13, we in
fact get that
JBJ s B
and so
OD H c m Mat O , JBJ 5.83 .  .  .O L
 .as interior D H -algebras. Tensoring over K gives
KD H c m Mat K , cs KD G bs c 5.84 .  .  .  .K L
 .as interior D H -algebras.
 . cLet f be an irreducible character of D H in c such that f / f . Such
w x  .f exist by Section 5 in O . Then 5.84 implies that there are irreducible
 .characters x and c of D G in b such that
x s ch s L2f h and c s ch s L2f c h ;h g D H . 5.85 .  .  .  .  .  .
It is clear that we may choose c to be x c. If f corresponds to the
< <partition l of V and h is chosen to have cycle type l, then by Theorem
 .  . c .  .3.2 iv applied to D H , f y f h / 0 and by Theorem 3.2 iv applied to
 . c  .D G , x y x does equal zero. This contradicts 5.85 and hence proves
the claim.
Thus r acts as an involutory automorphism on F. Arguing now as we did
 t:   ..for C see 5.33 , we get that there is an idempotent decomposition
1 s i q j of 1 in F such thatF F
 r:F s iF i [ jF j. 5.86 .
 .  .  .From 5.81 and 5.86 , it is clear that there are two points of N P onDH . h
 .B P .h
 .  .  .vi This follows from 5.81 and 5.86 .
 .  .vii Since there is one local point of P on B, N P fixes h, andH
 .  .hence from 5.22 and 5.38 , we get clearly that
r2 .  .N P N PH h D H . hB P s B P , .  . /h h
 .  .where as before r is an element of N P y N P . But F isÄ Ä2 SW . AW .
Ä .  .contained in kD H and hence is left pointwise fixed by S W . Thus0
 .  .N P N PH h D H . hB P s B P .  .h h
 .  .  .and part vii follows from 5.81 and 5.86 .
 .  .  .viii This follows from 5.81 and 5.86 .
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COROLLARY 5.2. Let i , i , i , and i belong to either of the points i or z1 2 3 4
 .in Proposition 5.1 i . Then
rank i Ai s rank i Ai . 5.87 .  .  .O 1 2 O 3 4
 .Proof. By Proposition 5.1 iv , elements of i and z are conjugate to one
another in ADH . and hence they are conjugate in A. This proves the
corollary.
 .We now show that for z , i as in Proposition 5.1, 5.7 is immediate.
Indeed, choose I as stipulated. Let 1 s I q Z q R be an idempotentA
decomposition of the identity in AH such that Z s m z . Note that here Rz
may be zero.
 .By Proposition 4.14 i and Corollary 5.2 we clearly have
m2 m2i i
rank IAI s rank I q Z A I q Z F rank A .  .  .  . .O O O2 2L L
s m2 rank OHc. 5.88 .i O
 .The inequality between the two extreme terms in 5.88 is exactly the
 .inequality 5.7 ; hence we have proved the existence of the isomorphism in
 .5.8 .
 .Note that from 5.88 we get in fact that
rank I q Z A I q Z s rank A .  .  . .O O
and, hence, that R s 0 and that
I q Z A I q Z s A. 5.89 .  .  .
 .  .As we shall now show, 5.89 is enough to prove the inequality 5.12 :
 .Recall the definition of m-rank as given in Section 2. Equation 5.89 says
in particular that i and z are the only points of H on A and
r AH s L. 5.90 .  .m
It now follows from Corollary 5.2 that if X is any idempotent of AH and
X s i q ??? qi1 t
is a primitive idempotent decomposition of X in AH, then
t 2
2rank XAX s rank A s t rank OHc. 5.91 .O O O2L
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 .Since i and z are the only points of H on A and by Proposition 5.1 iv ,
DH .  .they remain primitive in A , 5.90 gives that
r ADH . s L. 5.92 .  .m
 . DH .Since B is a subalgebra of A, 5.92 shows that the m-rank of B is
 .at most L. It now follows from part vi of Proposition 5.1 that
r B DH . s L. 5.93 .  .m
H DH .  .  .Since B ; B , 5.93 and part viii of Proposition 5.1 in turn give
that
r B H s L. 5.94 .  .m
Let
1 s 1 s i q ??? qiA B 1 l
be a primitive idempotent decomposition of 1 in B H.B
 .  .By 5.93 and 5.94 we get that the above is a primitive idempotent
decomposition of 1 in B DH .. We may assume without loss of generalityB
 . Hthat the idempotents i , i , . . . , i belong to the point k of D H on B .1 2 mk
Set
J s i q ??? qi . 5.95 .1 mk
 .  .Then J s m k . Further, it is clear from 5.90 and 5.94 that thek
H  .idempotents i , . . . , i remain primitive in A . Hence, 5.90 holds with1 mk
X s J and t s m , namely, thatk
m2k 2rank JAJ s rank A s m rank OHc. 5.96 .O O k O2L
Since J is fixed by H, Lemma 4.13 gives
1rank JBJ s rank JAJ . 5.97 .  .  .O O2
Again, from Lemma 4.13,
1rank OD H c s rank OHc . 5.98 .  .  . .O O2
 .  .  .  .Then Eqs. 5.96 , 5.97 , and 5.98 immediately yield 5.12 .
As explained at the beginning of this section, this completes the proof of
Theorem 1.2 and hence of Corollary 1.3. This in turn yields Corollaries 1.4
and 1.5 as we now indicate.
Proof of Corollary 1.4. By iterating Corollary 1.2, we immediately get
that a source algebra for any b g B is isomorphic to a source algebra forP
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< <a block c g B where c F N . Also, it is easy to see using DefinitionP P
 .  .2.7 v that the number up to isomorphism as interior P-algebras of
<  . <source algebras for a given block is bounded from above by Aut P .
Hence the number of source algebras for the family of blocks of the
Ä < 5  . <groups S with defect group P is at most N Aut P . Also, since a blockn P
 w x .algebra is Morita equivalent to its source algebra see P1 , Corollary 3.5 ,
Donovan's conjecture holds in the case that p is odd.
Proof of Corollary 1.5. By Proposition 3.16, the family of faithful blocks
Äof A having P as a defect group is the family B . Thus Corollary 1.5 mayn P
be proved in exactly the same fashion as Corollary 1.4.
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